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The 11th annual KV Swim Cup was a 
stunning night. After a weekend of 
100ml of the most welcome rain I can 
remember, the clouds parted for a 
brilliant sunny afternoon and evening, 
still 20º at 7pm.
Thanks to the lifeguards, the pool looked 
stunningly inviting, lane ropes in place 
and microphone at the ready; then our 
helpers rocked up and all was ready for 
this one-night wonder. 

Special thanks to Andrew Hanbrook for 
stepping up into Paul’s shoes. He single-
handedly erected marquees, installed 
heaters and briefed the officials.

6pm, and we were under starters orders. 
20 teams of all ages and abilities entered, 
with so many familiar team names: 
‘Silverfish’, back to defend their title, 
‘Domestic Goddesses’ hoping to return to 
the form which won them the inaugural 
cup, ‘The Roaring 40s’, now roaring 50s, 
and the list goes on. 

With costs rising it’s only with the support 
of our major sponsor the KV Lions Club 
that we can continue to run this event at 
$5 a swimmer, the best value night out 
in Kangaroo Valley. The Lions BBQ is also 
an essential element, with no time for 
meal preparation at home. Special thanks 

to Lorraine for all the work she puts in 
ahead of our big night. 

Aquaservice have given swimming pool 
toys for prizes every year since the 
event’s inception. I just pop in and chat 
with Cameron and he loads me up with 
this fun stuff. All our sponsors were on 
pool deck on the night to help out. Many 
thanks to Jan and Rob at the Heavens 
Mountain Escape for again providing 
prizes for the youngest and oldest teams. 
Jan traded her swimmers for a stopwatch 
and enjoyed the different perspective. 

11th Annual KV Swim Cup

Continued on page 4
Also visit www.youtube.com/watch?v=fw17Hlurtnk
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Congratulations to Heaven Muecke, 
our winner of the Valley Voice March 
Dinner for Two competition for her 
wonderful two-part story sharing the 
journey of her wedding and all those 
in Kangaroo Valley who were a part 
of it. 
Enjoy your dinner Heaven and thank 
you again.
If you would like to submit an article 
and have a chance to win, email 
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Music of Ravel, Kapustin,  
Sdraulig, Say and  
Schoenfield

The STReeTon TRio  
piano TRio

pieRS Lane 
piano

Candlelight recital of 
all 21 nocturnes by 
Frederic Chopin

TaSMin LiTTLe - vioLin
pieRS Lane - piano

TiMoThy ConSTabLe
peRCuSSion

Music for violin and piano  
of Franck, Ravel, brahms,  
Schubert, Szymanowski  
and Kats Chernin

Music of J S bach (violin sonata 
in C, bWv 1005, arranged for 
marimba by Timothy Constable), 
Wesley-Smith, Smadbeck, Korean 
traditional percussion music

all audience members have the opportunity to have a glass of wine with the performers after the concert.
*a subscription for all concerts in the series is $305.00 ($70 each for concerts 1, 3 and 4 and $95 for concert 2).

**each ticket price includes interval refreshments for the concert to which that ticket applies.

Tickets $80* 

Date:  Sunday 12 August 
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval:  Yarrawa Estate wines 

and finger food**

Date:  Sunday 14 October 
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval:  Yarrawa Estate wines 

and finger food**

Date:  Sunday 11 November 
Time: 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Interval:  Yarrawa Estate wines 

and finger food**

Tickets $80* Tickets $80* 

Date: Saturday 8 September 
Time: 5.00pm - 8.00pm
Extended interval: Five course 
high tea with Yarrawa Estate 
wines**
Tickets $110* 

Serenata, 5 Keoghs Road, Kangaroo valley 2577 nSW
Ticket sales: http://www.serenataseries.com.au 

Telephone enquiries: (02) 4465 1012

SuppoRTeRS:

SeRenaTa SeRieS 2018

Baked and decorated by 
Sharlene Naismith, the 
cake looked so benign and 
traditional. But once cut, the 
riotous colours of the white 
chocolate mudcake were 
evident and drew many oohs 
and aahs. It looked great and 
tasted superb. 

We all wished Chai and David 
a long and happy marriage.

   Belinda Webster

A Valley         
     first

In March the Valley saw its first same-
sex marriage! 
Jing Jo’s marvellous couple, David and 
Chai, tied the knot on a thankfully cool 
Sunday at Hampden House. The garden 
there is perfect for such an event and 
has a beautiful outlook across the river 
to the escarpment. Local celebrant Rosie 
Johnson did the honours in a brief and 
joyful ceremony. It was witnessed by 
groomsmen Ian Blakeley-Boyce (David’s 
brother) and Rod Chick (long-standing 
friend). David and Chai each wore a 

beautiful boutonniere hand-
made by close friend Sara 
Donaldson.

It was lovely that David’s elderly 
father Jim and his sister Flo 
came over for the occasion 
from New Zealand. Also there 
were friends and family from 
Sydney and elsewhere, as well 
as all their close valley friends 
and staff. Loads of champagne 
and finger food was consumed 
before the Cutting of the Cake. 

L-R: Daisy Macindoe, David, Amber Kenny, Tyson 
Thomas, Chai., Justine Ramsay, Clare Loh, Jaxon Boyle

David, Rosemary Johnson, Chai
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Continued from 
front page...

Similarly, Cathy and 
Mike at KV Electrical 
continue to sponsor 
the fastest team on 
the night. Banksia 
Park providing chocolate fish and 
the much sort-after winner’s towels. 
Many thanks to Melitta and Homelea 
Cottage for sourcing the chocolate 
fish at wholesale prices. 

It’s a thrill for swimmers and 
spectators alike to watch as everyone 
gives their best, and the handicapped 
system ensures everyone gets a 
chance to bring home the cup.

This year’s winners are no strangers 
to the podium, as the ‘Budgie 
Smugglers’ have competed every 
year, and this is their second win. 
Congratulations to Pete, Jeremy, 
Bob and Ian for another successful 
night, and many thanks for donating 
your prize back to Lions. ‘Silverfish’ 
was  a close second and the ‘Whale 
Riders’ touched out the ‘Floaties’ and 
‘Domestic Goddesses’ for third place. 

This night is about participation and 
promoting swimming for all ages; 
thanks to all the helpers who just 
turn up to make it happen - Fiona, 
Vicki, Andrew, Wendy, Cooch, Chris, 
Kate, Trish, Dave, Jim, Cathy, Jan and 
Janet. Many hands made the evening 
so smooth and easy. Just a special 
shout out to Sharon Gomez who was 
under the knife on the night. We all 
wish you a full recovery, and we also 
missed Serge who of course was at 
Sharon’s bedside.

Our youngest team, the ‘Puppy Dogs’, 
were all seven-year-olds: Sybella, 
Amity, Maere and Coco; thank you 
for your fabulous energy. Who would 
think we would have such a tight 
race for our most senior team with 
‘Silverfish’ nudging out ‘Grey Matter’ 
by three months, both teams totalling 
299 years. Congratulations to the 
fastest team on the night, ‘The 
Roaring 50s’, Mark, Frank, Ian C and 
Robert.

Thank you so much to Ian and Sue 
Boyle for this year’s YouTube video:

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=fw17Hlurtnk.

See you all next year on the last 
Tuesday of February!

   Alison Baker

Kangaroo Valley local shines in the 
recent Raine & Horne State Awards

Real Estate company, Raine & Horne 
Southern Highlands, recently proved 
why it’s one of the best at NSW’s longest 
running real estate awards event.
The Southern Highlands group was a 
standout at the 2018 Raine & Horne NSW/
ACT Awards, held on February 24th, 
taking home 13 awards including Top 
Rural Office (Broadacres) Dollar Value, 
and being ranked as the property group’s 
fifth-best performing office in NSW/ACT 
based on dollar value.

In a gala evening for the industry, 
celebrating both the 2018 Awards 
and Raine & Horne’s 135th year as an 
Australian real estate icon, nearly 600 
people gathered at the International 
Convention Centre.

The Southern Highlands office, led 
by Matt Anstee, also made it into the 
top ten offices based on the number 
of sales, while Mr Anstee was named 
Raine & Horne’s Top Rural Salesperson 
(Broadacres) based on dollar value.

Sales recruit & Kangaroo Valley local, 
Frank Barker, also shone on the evening 
receiving the Award for the Best First 
Year with R&H – number of sales growth 
in 2017 and induction into the prestigious 
‘Chairman’s Club’ as a result of reaching a 
certain level of sales by dollar value.

“Our teams in the Southern Highlands 
continue to do a stellar job on behalf 
of owners, investors and tenants in the 
local area”, Angus Raine said. “These 
offices consistently win awards, not only 
because they have immersed themselves 
in a group culture that’s been cultivated 
over 135 years, but also because they 
understand the power of innovation 
and embrace the new tech-nologies and 
products which we continue to develop 

for our network.”

Sales staff from across the state were 
inducted into the prestigious Chairman’s 
Club, which recognises the elite 
performers based on number of sales and 
dollar value of sales. 

The region’s best property managers 
were also eligible for membership into 
the Chairman’s Club based on their 
achievements.

Raine & Horne NSW/ACT 2018 annual 
state awards – R&H Southern Highlands:
Top Office - dollar value: 5th place

Top Office - number of sales: 7th place

Top Rural Salesperson (Broadacres) - 
dollar value: Matthew Anstee

Top Rural Office (Broadacres) - dollar 
value: 1st place

Top Country Office - dollar value: 1st 
place

Top Salesperson - number of sales 
growth: Frank Barker
Award for the Best First Year with R&H: 
Frank Barker
Chairman’s Club members 2018 - Sales: 
Matthew Anstee, Damien Ogilvy and Frank 
Barker
Property management: Andrea Gibney, 
Kayleih Toovey & Claire Merchant.

    Frank Barker

(pictured)

From left to right: Frank Barker, Damien Ogilvy, Angus Raine & Matthew Anstee

KV Swim Cup
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151 Moss Vale Road Kangaroo Valley • 4465 1512
... in the centre of town, opposite the Post Office

Your one-stop-shop for all your everyday and weekend needs

Open 7 days a week • 7am - 5pm

War on Waste
Little to be proud of
Australians (per capita) are among the 
highest waste producers in the world, 
creating 41 million tonnes of rubbish 
per annum. This is the equivalent of 
each family in this country filling a three 
bedroom house with rubbish.

Early March saw the annual Clean Up 
Australia Day, when 590,000 volunteers 
took to the streets, parks ,bushland and 
waterways to pick up what they could in 
that short space of time.

The photos (courtesy of The South Coast 
Register) show the results of the three 
hour effort of about 25 volunteers from 
Riverwatch, collecting from the Nowra 
bridge downstream to the end of Pig 
Island. This waste was headed out for the 
ocean. Disgusting, isn’t it?

Nationwide, of the waste collected on 
this day, nearly half represented drink 
containers of some kind, be it glass 
bottles, coffee cups, cans or plastic 
bottles in all their shapes and sizes. The 
rest was mainly food packaging, plastic 
bags, other general garbage and a huge 
quantity of cigarette butts.

Some of it was recyclable, and many of 
us do our best to recycle as much as we 
can, but would it not be so much better 
to avoid it in the first place? We should 
think of recycling as the last resort, not 
the solution to the problem.

A few things to consider… We have 
all seen the emotional letting go of 
helium balloons by way of celebration 
or commemoration. Yes they look very 
pretty but they do NOT go to heaven; 
they land in our oceans, choking sea 
turtles and fish while the ribbons entangle 
birds. If they don’t fall at sea, they land 
somewhere else creating LITTER. Please 
plant a tree for your loved one, or blow 
bubbles instead.

It is estimated that one million coffee 
cups end up in landfill EVERY MINUTE 
worldwide . Are you using your reusable 
coffee cup? And, while on the subject of 
coffee, coffee pods are not recyclable, 
due to the mix of aluminium and plastic, 
and there are mountains of those in 
landfill too.

A million plastic bottles are made every 
single minute. Plastic water bottles 
take 400 – 1000 years to decompose. 
It takes three times as much water to 
manufacture a water bottle than to fill 
it. Bottled water costs 1000 times the 
cost of tap water. Most tap water is more 
strictly tested and regulated than bottled 
water. It takes 17 million barrels of oil per 
annum to manufacture plastic bottles, 
which is the equivalent of fuelling a 
million cars for a year. Are you using your 
reusable water bottle? 

Reading the statistics on rubbish is pretty 
depressing, so just a reminder of what we 
all can do:

• Get to know the rules of recycling in  
 our area.
• Ditch the plastic bags 
• Use reusable containers wherever  
 possible.
• Stop using disposable plates, cups and  
 cutlery.
• Start composting.
• Have the left-over dinner for lunch the  
 next day.( Australian consumers throw  
 away 3.1 million tonnes of food a  
 year).
• Repair rather than discard.
• Give your health a helping hand and  
 stop buying sugary drinks in plastic  
 bottles and disposable containers.
• Stop buying plastic water bottles. 

Let us all do our bit to help our 
environment.

   Barbara Acworth

The above shows the result after the three hour 
effort of about 25 volunteers from Riverwatch , 
collecting from the Nowra bridge downstream to the  
end of Pig Island . This waste was headed out for the 
ocean. (Photos courtesy of The South Coast Register)

Triva Questions:(answers on page 30) 
(with thanks to Michael Wolstenholme)

1) ‘A Grand Day Out’ is the title of the 
first film of which fictional characters?

2) Who is the author of ‘The Father 
Brown Series’ of detective novels?

3) Which are the only two planets in 
our solar system that have no moons?

4) St Helier is the capital of which 
Island? 

5) It was a bright, cold day in April and 
the clocks were striking thirteen’ is the 
opening line of which novel? 

6) Which actress, while dressed as the 
queen, left the Guilgud Theatre in 
London to shout at drummers outside 
who were disturbing the play?

7) Which US actor did Elvis Presley’s 
daughter, Lisa Marie, marry in 2002?

8) Which fictional ‘super heroine’ is the 
alter-ego of Barbara Gordon? 

9) What is the longest word that can be 
typed using the top row on a keyboard?

10) How many people are in the 
painting ‘The Last Supper’ by Leonardo 
DaVinci?

11) A group of which birds is known as 
an Unkindness? 

12) The rock musical ‘Rent’ is based on 
which opera by Giacomo Puccini? 
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Please assemble at Osborne Park by 
9.30am if you wish to join the March 
down Moss Vale Road to the Memorial.

The Service will commence at 10am and 
continue until 11am.

If you wish to lay a wreath, please book 
it in with Olivia Harvey at the Memorial 
between 9am and 9.15am.

Programs and rosemary will be available 
at the Hall and Cenotaph.

Moss Vale Road will be closed to all traffic 
from 9.50am to 11.10am.

Captain Tony Aldred will lead the Parade, 
Derek Lucas will be our MC, Geoff Todd, 
author of ‘The Valley Boys’, will deliver 
the Commemorative Address, Michael 
Hole is our vocalist and students from the 
KV Primary School will participate in the 
official duties. The Catafalque party will 
be supplied by HMAS Albatross.

The Cadet drummer band will be foremost 
in the March. 

There will be a flyover at approximately 
11am.

Shops in the Valley will close during the 
hours of 10am and 11am.

Following the Service, the family day will 
continue at Osborne Park, where the Lions 
Club will be serving a delicious sausage 
sizzle and cuppa and Anzac biscuits.

There will be free drinks for the children, 
courtesy of Peter Thompson from the 
Friendly Inn.

The prizes for the school Anzac 
Competition will be awarded and the 
entries will be on display in the Hall.

ANZAC Day in the Valley
Wednesday- 25th April 

The super prize for the Raffle to 
commemorate the 100th year of the end 
of WW1 will be a framed, beautifully 
crafted leadlight symbolic work of art. 
It has a value of $1000 and our resident 
craftsman, Lance Brown, has achieved a 
masterpiece. Allan Harvey has framed it. 

Other prizes are baskets of local produce 
generously donated by village shops and 
members of the community.

Tickets will be sold from Easter onwards 
at various locations throughout the Valley 
and of course on the day as we feel sure 
many visitors will wish to be in the draw 
for such wonderful prizes.

Trish Sherborne is in charge of the Raffle, 
so if you wish to buy some tickets you 
may also contact her on 0421 502 020.

Thank you to Ann Sudmalis MP for printing 
the programs, the Council for donating 
the flag wavers, Intan Kallus for agreeing  
to take the photographs on the day, the 
Police, Ambulance and Fire brigade for 
their co-operation in planning this event 
and the Voice for the excellent coverage.

Our grateful thanks to Jacqui Lenz for 
the use of Osborne Park and the Hall 
and for the staff at the school for their 
energetic  participation in this important 
commemorative event.

This is a community event and the Anzac 
Committee has always striven to make it 
all-inclusive and meaningful.

We look forward to welcoming many 
visitors to the Service and appreciate 
the continued support from the local 
community who are justly proud of the 
renovated Memorial --a tribute to the 
men who served.

If you have any questions, contact me on 
0401 211 595.

Joan Bray 

Painting,  

Licence 216962C
ABN 39441241846

Painting and Decorator | Plastering
No job too big or small

20 years experience

0423 461 275
adamdunny@hotmail.com

Adam Dunn

Many thanks to the Kangaroo Valley 
Cup team for what was another 
great night. Yes, the numbers were 
down a bit but still the place to be 
seen.  

Seren contested the Youth of the 
Year regional final and was beaten 
by an older contestant. We are still 
immensely proud of what Seren has 
achieved.

Recently the zone picnic was held in 
Moss Vale, and your local club again 
supported the event with the usual 
lamingtons and paddle pops. Nothing 
is more rewarding than seeing the 
faces of the attendees with ice cream 
“all over them”. Lorraine can be seen 
her skylarking with others in a rare 
quiet minute.

All supplies have been delivered 
for the upcoming driver reviver on 
Easter Thursday. We are finding a 
resurgence of people dropping in 
to say hi as they pass through the 
valley. It’s very interesting to hear of 
the traffic and dangerous conditions 
from our regulars who are saying the 
trip is getting harder ,due to driver 
error, even with the new roads. 
The message for all of us is to take 
particular care when travelling on our 
roads.

You will have noticed a tidier garden 
at the Medical Centre. Many thanks 
to Graham and Allyssa, who, by their 
efforts, have cleaned up the gardens 
there.

March is also our election month and 
we have had a change of guard in the 
role of President. Helen is taking a 
much needed break and we are all 
excited at welcoming Howard back as 
our new leader.

Anyone interested in joining us for 
our April dinner (no obligation) please 
let one of us know. Hopefully we’ll 
catch up with you all at Pioneer Days.

 
Jason Horton

Decorator/ Plastering

Skylarking about at the zone picnic in 
Moss Vale

Anzac Day in Kangaroo Valley. Photo credit: South 
Coast Register
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The Friendly Inn Garden (FIG) had an 
input of much-appreciated energy 
recently, when students from The Scots 
College Glengarry Campus visited. They 
swept through the FIG like a new broom, 
breathing fresh life into an overgrown 
summer garden. The timely offer of 
community help has enabled FIG to 
address some ‘grunt jobs’, setting up the 
garden for a winter crop rotation. We’d 
like to thank the teachers and staff for 
their co-operation and, in particular, the 
boys, who stuck to their tasks, learnt a 
lot and had some fun too. Parents will 
no doubt be dragged to FIG to be shown 
how they contributed to this community 
project. Thanks to all concerned, and we 
hope the next intake of students will be 
able to help with a Spring blitz!

The Valley Show has come and gone, 
with prizes won, tales of woe and lofty 
ambitions for next year. It is interesting 
to note there was a marked increase in 
participation and diversification in the 
Fruit and Veg exhibits in the Pavilion. 

The size of the FIG Guinea Bean will be 
discussed for years to come! The co-
operative FARMacy stall, in its prime 
location showcasing Valley fare, attracted 
interest too. It’s great to see new faces 
amongst the contributing folk, who 
obviously have wholesome local food at 
heart – here’s hoping this movement will 
grow.

The row of Strawberry Guavas, originally 
planned for hedging, is producing an 
abundance of fruit, which is pleasing to 
see. This shrub has done exceptionally 
well where others have failed – so take 
note Valley folk, this is a good hedging 
plant, or simply on its own as a producer 
of small, tart fruit ideal for the patient 
preserve makers. Our well-protected Fig 

tree has also produced some exceptional 
fruit this summer. Passion fruit was 
scarce but tasty, once it could be located 
amongst rampant foliage – watch this 
space next year. On reflection, FIG is 
becoming more established with a solid 
core of participants and a stable garden 
of perennials.

Timely Autumn rain and a cold snap 
around Easter will mean that mushroom 
foraging in the Southern Highlands State 
Forests should be good in early April. 
Pine Ring or Saffron milk cap (Lactarius 
deliciosus) mushrooms will be the simplest 
and safest to pick. Watch our Facebook 
page for details for gourmet excursions to 
the wonderland of wild food.
  

Jim Anderson

Thanks Glengarry, many hands make light work. 
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It has been a difficult season to make a 
garden and learn coexistence - way too 
dry and way too hot. But perhaps this is 
the way we do weather now? Perhaps this 
is the new practice of living thrust upon 
us?

I have learnt a few things that may be 
worth sharing or puzzling over together 
(or at least may amuse you experienced 
gardeners!):

• The soil in the ‘western suburbs’ of  
 the Valley is poor and all the seedlings  
 I planted directly in the ground failed  
 to thrive; even a gift of tromboncino  
 whose relatives in the east Valley  
 colonised multiple garden beds did not 
 get further than 15cm out of the  
 ground and produced just one sickly  
 flower and then died.

• Planting seedlings in holes in a bale  
 of lucerne hay worked wondrously  
 well. The hardest part is cutting the  
 hole in the bale (I found a serrated  
 bread knife worked best or perhaps  
 a sharp axe would have also done  
 the job). Simply fill with good mix  
 of soil and compost; the main   
 attention they need is extra water on  
 hot days as they dry out more quickly.  

Reflections on a season 
nearly spent

 A crop of rockmelon is evidence of this  
 success. I’m hoping rotted down  
 lucerne hay will be the soil improver  
 for next season, or I’ll pop a new bale  
 on top of this year’s disintegrating one  
 and start again.

• Apply one’s nose to each rockmelon  
 or the ants will have to alert you to  
 their ripened state by making a hole  
 and sharing the sweet flesh until you  
 notice.

• It is not a good idea to store corn on  
 the stalk until you are ready to eat it.  
 Corn has its own imperative and will  
 not forgive delays - dry tasteless  
 kernels are the reward. Time matters  
 to corn.

• Crickets are rampant - but does this  
 matter? The google position on crickets  
 is very diverse. There are multiple  
 chemical recipes for killing them  
 because they eat your plants and  
 there are also songs of praise because  
 they deliver NPK to your soil after they  
 have fed on debris and helped process  
 it for humus. I confess to be more  
 drawn to protect them and compare  
 them favourably to the grasshoppers  
 which I know to be depleting my  
 plants and who seem to be immune to  
 my messages of unwelcome.

• Warrigal greens have a colonising habit  
 and need to spread themselves further  
 even when being harvested, so they  
 perhaps need a bed to themselves.  
 They have so far smothered a   
 marigold, water cress, carrots and  
 some beetroot.

• Choose tomato varieties carefully in  
 advance. There is a lot of time   
 and water devoted to some tasteless  
 outcomes when the same effort on  
 heritage varieties delights the palate  
 and makes gardening outstrip the ease  

 of buying in a shop.

• The same goes for strawberries. Don’t  
 buy strawberries except for   
 decoration. One home-grown   
 strawberry will enliven your day (or 
even a whole week as it is so memorable).

• For a woman who is a little averse  
 to bitter greens I have found mizuna/ 
 mitzuna (Brassica rapa var japonica)  
 a delight. It is abundant, delicious and  
 attractive. It reshoots if heavily   
 harvested and it doesn’t seem to  
 bolt to seed as do other greenies such  
 as coriander, lettuce, rocket, Chinese  
 cabbage. But the bees love the flowers  
 of those who have bolted.

• I have planted some Coix lacryma- 
 jobi (Job’s tears) because it is a  
 Chinese herb – an excellent diuretic. 
 The fluid removing use of coix is  
 represented in the book ‘Chinese  
 Medicated Diet’, such as in this recipe  
 for treating ascites secondary to liver  
 cirrhosis: Red kidney beans 30 grams;  
 coix 30 grams; polished round-grained  
 rice 30 grams; tangerine peel (chenpi)  
 3 grams. It is growing well and is a  
 beautiful stylish looker which I suspect  
 may spread too easily. Its tear-shaped  
 seeds were used to make rosaries. It  
 can be added to soups in the same way  
 you would add pearl barley.

The herbalist’s advice is always eat what 
is in season and what is local and while 
it is lively. Easy to do now but perhaps 
a little harder later in the year. From a 
Chinese herbal perspective, eating too 
much salad will be hard on your digestion, 
but in this warm weather you should be 
less worried about this – but still avoid 
chilled food. Soon I will be insisting on 
steaming or stir-frying or baking because 
our bodies will require the added warmth 
in the cooler months. Seedlings in lucerne hay. Image: The Conscious Farmer
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Hello again. A few big things have 
happened on social media this month, 
so I thought what better time than now 
to talk about social media etiquette.
Yes, there is an etiquette, and yes, it’s 
important!

If you plan to gain some exposure for 
your business on social media, best do it 
the right way and not tread on any toes 
or you could find yourself in an awkward 
situation. You want to avoid a PR disaster 
or you could end up losing your business, 
like an Australian swimwear label did just 
this week after an Instagram bungle.

So what is the etiquette?

Firstly, give credit where credit is due. 
That is, the original creator of any 
content must be given credit for their 
work. 

On Facebook, simply sharing their original 
post is generally accepted as enough 
credit. This is because Facebook tells 
people when their posts are shared. 

On Instagram, however, the original 
creator is not notified when their post is 
shared (in fact, you cannot share posts 
within Instagram itself). Therefore it is 

considered polite to ask their permission 
before using their content, and then 
tagging them on your post. 

Social media is all about showing your 
own unique personality, so try to avoid 
outright copying. If you see a competitor 
do a great post, use it as inspiration to 
create something great yourself, but keep 
it unique. It’s very likely that, if you’re 
following them, they’re following you!

Spamming is a pet hate in the online 
world. If you comment on someone else’s 
post, keep it relevant to their content. 
Commenting is the absolute best way to 
build relationships, so don’t waste it.

On the issue of spamming, it’s polite not 
to steal another person’s thunder. So if 
a competitor posts about their products, 
avoid promoting your own products 
within the comments. Instead, create a 
brilliant post about why your products are 
awesome.

There are other things that aren’t really 
etiquette per se, but are general rules of 
thumb in the land of social media.

The biggest one is “more social, less 
media”. Look at your social media 
account as a conversation starter with 
potential customers. It’s a courtship. 
If you ask someone to marry you on a 
first date, most likely they would run in 
the opposite direction (unless you’re on 
Married at First Sight). So, temper your 
sales posts with ones that show your own 

The National Parks and Wildlife Service (NPWS) are 
conducting a 1080 fox baiting program in the Kangaroo 
Valley, Budgong and Illaroo areas for the protection of 
the Endangered Brush-tailed Rock-wallaby. The baiting is 
conducted on various private properties, Council Reserves, 
NPWS estate, WaterNSW estate and vacant Crown land.  In 
addition, in response to increased wild dog activity 1080 wild 
dog baiting is also being undertaken within NPWS estate.  

All bait stations in this program are permanently baited 
throughout the year. Therefore, these properties will have 
poison on them from today right through to 30th June 2018.  
This baiting will be conducting using both 1080 buried baits 
and 1080 (above ground) ejector devices at the bait station 
locations. Do not touch any bait or ejector devices.  Each 
property being baited is sign posted with the baiting dates 
and which baiting methods are being used.  Dog owners are 
reminded to ensure their pets do not wander. 1080 is lethal 
to domestic dogs and cats.  

A map indicating the approximate location of each bait 
station is being hosted on the Friends of the Brush-tailed 
Rock-wallaby website at www.rockwallaby.org.au.  For any 
further information please contact Melinda Norton at the 
NPWS Illawarra Highlands Area Office, Fitzroy Falls on 
(02) 4887 8244.

PUBLIC NOTICE

unique personality, because that is what 
will attract people, and keep them.

Social media can be a minefield. Overall, 
although the suggestions above aren’t 
recorded in any ‘rule book’, I want to 
leave you with this final thought for your 
travels: use common sense.

Do that, post quality content and be 
polite and the rest will fall into place.

Until next time, see you online.

      
    Sally Latham

Wingello State Forest was the location for the annual 
memorial ‘Willo’ Mountain Bike race. The Enduro is a 
one-day event celebrating the life of Southern Highlands 
Mountain Bike champion James Williamson, who died in 
March 2010 at the age of 26. 

The event is on a challenging course and is very popular in the 
Mountain Biking calendar. It includes three distances - 25km, 
50km and 75km. Held on March 11th on a sunny Sunday, the 
event attracted approximately 500 competitors, and proceeds 
from the race entries went towards junior development.

Local Kangaroo Valley girls, Seren Johnson and Holly Boyle, 
have competed in the race for the last years, representing 
their school Chevalier College, which coincidentally was the 
same school as James attended. 

This year the girls performed exceptionally well, both 
completing the course well under two hours and finishing on 

the podium in the 
under-19 age group on 
the 25km course. On 
what was a hot day 
and on a challenging, 
technical course the 
Kangaroo Valley girls 
showed their strength 
and true grit. Well 
done girls!

   Dave Johnson

Valley girls do well at ‘Willo’

Kangaroo Valley Voice Deadlines
Please note the deadlines for 
submissions to the Voice:

Articles and general content 
20th April

Advertisement bookings & 
artwork 15th April

email to thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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Just Listed Just Listed

Just Listed

•  Beautiful vacant land of 912m2
• Quiet & private no through street 
•  Ideal Northerly aspect with breathtaking views  
•  Secure your dream now at today’s prices & 

settle later

•  Own your Own Mountain – Mount Scanzi with 
breathtaking views 

•  A massive holding of 274 acres, on 6 titles
•  Magnificent elevated & very private position 
•  More than 4kms of track & trails in all direction.

6 Brooks Lane, Kangaroo Valley
The Perfect Blank Canvas

Lots 63, 144, 145, 153, 154 & 173 Mount Scanzi Road, 
Kangaroo Valley 
Own Your Own Mountain – Literally!

View   By appointment

Price $395,000 - $425,000

View   By appointment

Price  $1,500,000

•  Brilliant Architect Designed home by David Cox 
•  Stunning north facing living area with 

beautiful timber flooring
•  Modern caesar stone kitchen with island bench 

& Euro appliances
• Quiet street & close to town

•  103 Acres of lovely grazing land & over 80% 
cleared 

•  Brilliant 5 bedroom, 4 bathroom master built 
residence

•  7 car shed, 10 dams, 8 paddocks, Ample water
•  Lovely private position just 8 minutes from town

9 Brooks Lane, Kangaroo Valley
In Vogue & In the Village

41 Old Bendeela Road, Kangaroo Valley
Exceptional Valley Living

View   By appointment

Price  $850,000 - $890,000

View   By appointment

Price  $2,500,000

Just Listed

Raine & Horne 
Southern Highlands

Frank Barker
0456 555 422 
frank.barker@sh.rh.com.au

234 75
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Your local agent who lives & 
breathes in the Valley.

Frank&Kangaroo Valley

Obligation-Free Market Appraisals  
Whether you are thinking of selling, or you are just 
curious to know the current value of your property, I 
am more than happy to meet with you anytime for a 
chat. I’ll even bring the coffee!

This normally takes around 20 minutes and you will 
receive a comparative market analysis of property 
in your immediate area and an expert opinion of the 
Market Value of your home. Just call or email me on 
the details below to arrange a day and time.

Licensed Real Estate Agent, Stock & Station Agent

Southern Highlands
Moss Vale Office 
rh.com.au/southernhighlands

Frank Barker
0456 555 422 
frank.barker@sh.rh.com.au

Some kind words from my happy clients …
“Frank Barker is a genuine human being who happens to work in real estate (and loves it) - I’ve dealt with dozens of real estate 
agents over many years and rarely found it enriching, but Frank has been a notable exception to the various well-known 
stereotypes about the profession. He is an authentic bloke who clearly loves his job and enjoys helping people and seeing 
them happy with their sale and/or purchase. He showed genuine understanding of our emotional attachment to our home 
and respected our wishes and decisions unwaveringly, giving us his time and really good advice when we needed it but also 
knowing when to give us space. Dealing with Frank was a pleasure, and all the more so because he got us a fantastic result. 
I recommend frank without hesitation, and would look forward to dealing with him again.” Mike Hammond & Katie Perry—
Kangaroo Valley

“Best Agent Yet - We have dealt with a number of agents over the years and I can, with all sincerity, say that Frank has been 
the most personable, genuine and friendly agent yet. He was able to answer all of our questions about the valley and clearly 
loves it. He negotiated the purchase of our land professionally and without pressure. We can also thank Frank for helping us 
find our dream home. Frank is out and about in the community and always shows a genuine interest in how our build is going. 
Thanks Frank - we appreciate it!”  - Julie Sullivan 
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WEEKEND

Arts in the Valley  

Outstanding jazz  & classical  musicians

CONCERT

artsinthevalley.net.au

Kangaroo Valley Hall 
5 & 6 May, 2018  Tickets at 

Outstanding Jazz
Sandy Evans and Paul Grabowsky  

Two of Australia’s jazz royalty
together for the first time  

Saturday May 5, 5pm

Valley Spirit 
Tamara-Anna Cislowska (piano)

Tobias Cole (counter tenor)
Anna McMichael (violin)

& David Pereira (cello)
will celebrate much loved composer  

Ross Edwards’ 75th birthday and  
première his composition Valley Spirit

Sunday May 6, 11:30am

arts in the valley

We have a terrific weekend of music 
coming up in early May. 
It’s a great thrill because both concerts, 
apart from being unique in Australia, 
contain world premieres. The first 
concert, a jazz event featuring brilliant 
saxophonist Sandy Evans with renowned 
pianist Paul Grabowsky, is an event that 
has never happened before. The two 
players live in different cities, which 
makes it tricky for them to get together 
as a duo. They’ve been wanting to do 
such a performance for over 25 years, 
since they worked together in the large 
ensemble The Australian Art Orchestra. 
It has finally come to pass, and we will 
be privileged to hear two of the best 
Australian jazz performers working 
together as a duo.

The second concert is a tribute to one 
of Australia’s favourite composers, Ross 
Edwards, in the year of his 75th birthday. 
We have gathered musicians from Sydney 
and Canberra to perform works of his 
that feature the cello. And the cellist 
is one well-known to valley audiences, 
David Pereira. His consummate musicality 
is familiar to you by now. Also from 
Canberra is counter-tenor Tobias Cole. 
Toby is the only Australian counter-tenor 
currently working with Opera Australia, 
and his voice is a light, bright vehicle 
for his outstanding musicianship. From 
Sydney we will be welcoming Tamara-

Arts in the Valley

Anna Cislowska to the valley again. Her 
performance with Elena Kats-Chernin a 
couple of years ago is still resonating with 
our audience. She will be performing a 
brand new piece, Valley Spirit, written 
for the occasion, with David Pereira. Also 
performing will be Sydney violinist Anna 
McMichael. She plays with a number of 
highly regarded ensembles, including 
Pinchgut Opera, Ironwood Ensemble and 
Omega Ensemble. She also performs with 
the Australian Haydn Ensemble. 

Ross Edwards’ music is often light, bright 
and rhythmic. His music is instantly 
recognisable, as is true of the best 
composers. His main interests are nature 

and natural sounds, ritual and dance. His 
music is inspirational. We are thrilled that 
he will be in the valley for this concert, 
and he will be interviewed by our own 
Peter Thompson as part of the concert.

      
   Belinda Webster

Saturday May 5 at 5pm:    
Evans and Grabowsky
Sunday May 6 at 11.30am: 
Ross Edwards

Tobias Cole Anna McMichael
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The boys at The Scots College, 
Glengarry have been learning about how 
important it is to help others, not for 
the benefit of themselves but for the 
benefit of others.
Over the course of five weeks the dorms 
have been learning about community 
service. In E dorm we have had two 
service learning trips. One was helping 
out the community at the Kangaroo 
Valley Show and learning about the 
environment, and the other was helping 
out at the Community Garden. 

At the KV Show we were asked to pick up 
rubbish and also to teach people and help 
them recycle. It was really good to see 
how much the community appreciated 
us picking up rubbish and helping them 
recycle. We also got to walk around the 
oval, watch the wood chopping, go for a 
swim at the village pool, and enjoy the 
sense of community around us. Overall 
the experience was amazing and will stay 
with me for years to come. 

On the other community service trip we 
helped Jim and Bruno (the caretakers) 
at the Community Garden. We did things 
like improving the garden beds, planting 
new crops, making pathways with mulch, 
sieving compost to help grow the Autumn 
Crops, etc. The people at the Community 
Garden were awesome, they really gave 
me an understanding into how much time 
and effort goes into the garden, but it’s 
not just for Jim and Bruno, they helped 
make it for the whole of Kangaroo Valley 
to enjoy. That’s what was so amazing 
for me - that they would put so much 
time and effort into the garden with no 
rewards other than the enjoyment that 
the other people get out of the garden. 

Overall the service learning was a great 
experience for my dorm and me, to 
learn about helping other people not 
for personal gain but in the interests of 
others. 

    Luke – E Dorm

On D-dorm’s service learning trip we 
all went to a farm in order to plant 
trees. Before the trip I was a bit miffed, 
because E-dorm cleaned up at the 
Kangaroo Valley Show and ate ice-cream. 
How wrong I was. After we got off the 
bus we were immediately greeted by the 
owners of the property. We were given 
some background information, during 
which they explained to us how they 
needed a windbreak because the western 
winds that came through during parts 
of the year and how it made farming 
difficult. 

After the talk we were given a 
demonstration about how to plant the 

Community Service

trees. Then we went to plant them; 
firstly you would dig up the soil with the 
trowel we were given and then you would 
add some alkaline rock dust because the 
soil is very acidic and we wanted it to 
be brought to a more stable level; after 
we planted some saplings in the hole we 
would cover it up and add some dried 
seaweed and…Oh my goodness the stuff 
smelled like the inside of a rotting whale 
carcass. 

After planting some trees, we had a 
good mess around by recapturing some 
chickens that had gotten out of the pen. 
We also patted the owners’ dog which 
I would consider the highlight of the 
trip. After we had morning tea we were 
taken on a tour of their market garden 
where they showed us their agricultural 
techniques. The part I remember most is 
when they showed us a chilli plant and 
said we could have one if we dared and I, 
being the macho man that I am, had two 
of them and ended up on the floor for a 
good five or ten minutes while in a good 
deal of pain. After my gruelling ordeal 
we finished the tour and we went back to 
the bus and headed back to the campus. 
All in all, I thought that the day was a 
great deal of fun and a good experience 
to have. 

   William – D Dorm

On the 9th of March my fellow A dorm 
mates and I went down to a local farm 
in Kangaroo Valley. At the farm we 
engaged in some community service; this 
was a round robin like circuit, of three 
activities. These activities, which had the 
capacity to be monotonous, were made 
very engaging by the owner of the land. 
We helped out by weeding the paddock 
and cutting some lantana. It was really 
nice for the boys and me to go down and 
help the community by doing work that 
would’ve taken one man a week, but 
took 23 of us a couple of hours. Here at 
Glengarry we take great pride in helping 
the community, that’s why it is such a 
pleasure to be now participating in the 
service learning program.

      
    Frank (A Dorm)

D Dorm at Hambrook’s property

A Dorm cutting back Lantana

E Dorm at FIG

Thank you to the boys and 
staff at Glengarry
I would like to express my grateful 
thanks to the contingent of willing 
workers from Scott’s College who 
so ably worked to spread the new 
mulch at the Pioneer Museum on 22nd 
March.
They were such a help and what a 
delightful group of well mannered 
young men.
Also thank you to the teachers who 
accompanied them. We had a fun day.

Joan Bray 
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Why does social media make you  
  so angry?
No, seriously, that is a question for 
users of social media. I would love to 
know the answer.
I don’t use social media at all. I don’t 
want to be that angry. Every now and 
then, I look over the shoulders of family 
and friends using social media to remind 
myself what I am “missing out” on. It 
doesn’t take long for me to remember the 
reason why I exclude myself.

People seem to post some fairly innocuous 
stuff – things that they are interested 
in; things they think others might be 
interested in; or just trying to find out 
some information about something. It 
doesn’t take long for someone else to 
send a barrage of really angry words. 
Why are they so upset? Do they need 
to tell us straight away how upset they 
are or should they just take a minute 
to digest what has been said and figure 
out whether it really is worth getting 
that angry over? Do you want to spend 
that much time being angry? Wouldn’t 
you rather just push it aside and find 
something that makes you happy instead?

Sure, we all have opinions and we are 
entitled to express them, but opinions 
are like bottoms; we all have one but not 
everyone wants to hear it. I’m pretty sure 
that no one really cares that you “don’t 
like the colour green”. Just keep it to 
yourself and avoid green things. Simple.

Research has shown that being 
unnecessarily angry can shorten your 
lifespan (Science World Report). Angry 
people apparently develop exaggerated 
unconscious beliefs about injustice. Do 
you really want to do that to yourself? 
Do you really want to expose your 
exaggerated beliefs of injustice to the 
world?

Next time you read something on social 
media that you think makes you angry, 
take a step back from the keyboard for 

a moment (just a moment) and think; 
will my response add value to the 
conversation or will it just express the 
fact that I am angry? If it’s the latter, 
maybe it’s time to just let it go. Let go of 
the anger and stop typing. If you express 
it, you will be shortening your life. Your 
response will probably make someone 
else angry and you will be shortening 
their life too. You are killing each other. 
Stop it.

Using social media to share information 
and ideas is a great thing. It can enrich 
people’s lives, make them laugh, and 
even make them happy. Isn’t that 
something we should all be trying to do? 
To leave the world a better place than 
we found it. Support and encourage the 
people we live with in this beautiful 
valley. You are not going to do that by 
being angry and making everyone else 
angry into the bargain.

If you read a post that you don’t agree 
with or it makes your face turn red, 
maybe just find something else that 
makes you smile. You don’t HAVE to 
respond just because you are angry. You 
can always choose the healthier option; 
scroll down.

I am sure there is an army of people who 
are reading this with elevated blood 
pressure and eager to start punching 
away at their keyboards. “How dare they! 
I have a right to be angry!”, they scream. 
Sure you do. It’s just that I don’t care 
that you are angry over nothing and I 
have already ‘scrolled down’. I’m smiling. 
Are you?    

Al Lockyer

In a ceremony hosted by Sydney Living 
Museums at Meroogal historic house in 
Nowra, on 10 March Elaine Apperley 
received from Shoalhaven Mayor Amanda 
Finley an International Women’s Day 
Award for services to art and culture - 
well-deserved recognition for Elaine’s 
15 years dedication to Kangaroo 
Valley Pioneer Village Museum. In 
modestly accepting the award, Elaine 
acknowledged the support from many 
volunteers over the years, which had 
enabled her to build the museum into the 
popular attraction it has become.

Then on 22 March, the day after Elaine’s 
76th birthday, the museum trustees 
hosted a dinner at Jing Jo for current 
volunteers and their partners to mark 
Elaine’s retirement from the Trust. On 
behalf of the trustees Graham Smith, 
Trust Chairman, presented Elaine with a 
glass plaque engraved with the words:

ELAINE APPERLEY

In grateful appreciation of your many 
years’ dedication to Kangaroo Valley 

Pioneer Village Museum

In her response, Elaine again graciously 
credited the volunteers for the help 
without which she could not have 
achieved her ambitions for the museum.

Tony Barnett 
Trust Secretary

Recognition for 
Elaine Apperley
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Autumn is a great time to observe and, 
as April gives way to May, we will be 
getting great views of the three superior 
planets, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. These 
planets are called superior merely 
because their orbits are outside that of 
our Earth.
In April we have to stay up quite late, but 
each month these planets appear further 
up the sky by 15º, so hang in there. If 
you have a fairly low eastern horizon, 
i.e. you are not hard up against the Berry 
or Cambewarra mountains, you will see 
Jupiter just after the end of astronomical 
twilight. Jupiter is moving toward 
opposition in early May when it will be 
due North at local midnight. This means 
Jupiter, Earth and the Sun are in a direct 
line as we pass each other in our annual 
orbits. So for the next few months Jupiter 
will reside in the quadrant from the 
eastern horizon to the zenith throughout 
the evening, and after midnight will 
descend from the zenith toward the 
western horizon. Currently Jupiter is 
settled in the constellation Libra. In 
ancient times Libra was actually part of 
Scorpius and was seen as the claws of 
the Scorpion. Jupiter will appear at its 
largest in May, subtending a massive 44.8 
seconds of arc. I have included in this 
article a beautiful image of Mars by my 
friend Niall MacNeill that was captured 

in March in reasonable seeing conditions. 
Don't be put off by the lack of detail; 
Mars is not much bigger than the head of 
a pin on the camera chip and this is quite 
enlarged, but over the next few months 
better images will arrive as we can see 
the progress of Mars toward opposition.

Mars and Saturn are very close together 
at the moment and rise together at 
around midnight. Out early one clear 
morning a week ago I saw all three of 
these planets strung out like coloured 
gems across the sky. Jupiter is bright 
yellow and can nearly be discerned as 
a small disc under perfect conditions, 
Mars is very red and Saturn pale yellow/
white. While Mars appears to move fairly 
quickly across the sky, it is currently very 
close to Saturn. On April 2 in fact they 
are less than one degree apart. By May 
3 this distance will increase to about 10º 
as Mars appears to halt in the sky due to 
Earth “catching up”. Over the next few 
months I will be discussing Mars in depth 
as we head toward opposition in late July 
and Mars arrives at the closest approach 
for decades. 

It's possible that some of us will be out 
for the evening on Saturday 7th April. If 
you're getting home around midnight that 
night, the Moon will be low in the eastern 
sky and you will see Mars just to the right 
above and Saturn just to the left above 
the Moon. A very pretty conjunction 
promises.

Now if you look carefully to the right you 
will see a very pretty group of stars in the 
shape of a teapot! This is a well known 
asterism and is actually the constellation 

of Sagittarius, the Archer. Directly above 
Sagittarius you will see the large question 
mark shape of Scorpius, one of the most 
distinctive constellations in the night 
sky. If you have access to even a small 
telescope you will find this area rich in 
open and globular clusters. It is definitely 
worth exploring just by sweeping slowly 
back and forth. You are actually looking 
toward the centre of our galaxy. Have a 
look at my diagram of "the Teapot" and 
you will see dozens of Globular clusters 
marked that you can track down.

Clear skies, and my new email is 
gedkuiper1@gmail.com

Mars

Sagittarius - The Teapot
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Our second year of hosting the Cheese 
and Dairy Produce Section of the 
Kangaroo Valley Show was a great 
success. We received over 50 entries, 
including butters, plain and flavoured 
yoghurts, unripened cheeses such as 
Haloumi and Fetta, white and blue mould 
cheeses, and more complex cheeses such 
as Cheddars, Washed rinds, Romano and 
Munster. 

We also received entries in the Junior 
Section this year, and hope to encourage 
more entries and expand on the Junior 
category in 2019. 

The Champion Dairy Product, and winner 
of the South Coast Dairy Perpetual 
Trophy, was a Smoked Caerphilly made by 
Valley Cheesemakers. The Most Successful 
Exhibitor, for the second year running, 
and winner of the Kangaroo Valley 
Chamber of Tourism and Commerce Cup, 
was Pam Swinfield, who provided great 
cheeses across a number of categories. 

Our Cheese Judge from 2017, Carole 
Willman, was back to assess all entries 
through open judging. This is a popular 
session where people are able to observe 
the judging for a short period or for the 

Another year of great cheese and dairy products 
at the Kangaroo Valley Show 

entire judging period – which can take 
several hours. We are very grateful to 
Carole for travelling from Melbourne and 
providing us with this opportunity, and 
it truly is appreciated. Our best overall 
cheesemaker this year, Pam Swinfield, 
says “...there is always so much to learn 
from seasoned professional cheesemakers 
and Carol is one of Australia's most 
knowledgeable. I always learn so much 
that I can add to my Cheesemaking while 
listening to her judging at the show…”. 

A different highlight this year was the 
challenge set by the Landline show for 
cheeses to made within 20 minutes. 
Kathy made butter and Jan made ricotta, 
which was then also tasted by Rosemary 
Stanton, a cheese judge in her own right, 

and Kara Duncan from South Coast Dairy. 

The demonstrations held on the Saturday 
also proved popular, with sessions 
covering butter, ricotta, labneh and 
waxing of cheeses. 

We established Valley Cheesemakers to 
spread the love of cheesemaking. We 
volunteer our time to hold workshops so 
that others can learn to make and enjoy 
their own cheeses at home. If you are 
interested in any of our workshops, or 
have any cheesemaking questions, you 
can email us at info@valleycheesemakers.
com.au. 

 Kathy, Jan and Rosie  
Valley Cheesemakers
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In mid-March a new exhibition opened in 
the gallery space at Jing Jo. It’s a group 
show with works by many valley artists 
and some from outside the valley. 

The ‘Reflections’ theme has appealed to 
photographers, and we are thrilled to 
show a couple of monumental works by 
Damon Smith, who had a terrific one-man 
show in Jing Jo a couple of years ago. 
His travels in Australia have taken him to 
some spectacular outback locations. It’s 
worth a visit just to see his two works. 
Di Dorrington is showing a lovely image 
of glacial ice taken whilst touring in Mt 
Cook National Park in New Zealand. We 
also have a quilted work and some hand-
printed scarves by Berry quilter Carolyn 
Collins. And Leah Parrish’s print of an 
original oil painting is worth a look for its 
meticulous detail and the sense of home. 

This exhibition is on until the end of April. 
It will be followed by a solo show from 
Shoalhaven artist Jim Burkett.

      
   Belinda Webster

Reflections

Damon Smith’s ‘Liquid Gold’

In addition to other events of Arts in 
the Valley this autumn and winter, 
we’ll again be holding our annual 
Visual Arts in the Valley Exhibition 
over the October long-weekend.
A number of new features will be 
unveiled this year. Of foremost interest 
to local and regional artists will be the 
inaugural Kangaroo Valley Art Prize 
($5000).  

Other differences this year? We’re 
opening the Prize and Exhibition to 
a wider artist base, including local 
and regional artists and emerging city 
artists. And thanks to the generosity of 
a number of Valley residents, we are 
significantly increasing the overall prize 
money to $7000 in total.

Kangaroo Valley Art 
Prize & Exhibition

Any two-dimensional work including 
painting in any medium, drawing, 
printmaking, photography, digital 
art, mixed media, etc is eligible for 
consideration. All accepted work will be 
for sale at the Exhibition and on-line for 
an additional month.

Valley and surrounding regional artists – 
please save these dates:

Entries: Open 15 August and close 12 
September.
Entries this year will be by JPEG 
photographs submitted along with an 
entry form via our new website.  Details 
later.  

The Exhibition will be curated by well-
known South Coast artist, educator and 
curator, Allan Baptist. The main prizes 
will be judged by Allan together with 
Felicity Fenner, leading international 
contemporary art judge, and Therese 
Kenyon, noted Sydney artist, arts 
educator and writer. Prizes will be 
announced at the Exhibition Opening on 
Friday 28th September. As in past years, 
attendees may vote for the People’s 
Choice Award, announced at the close of 
the Exhibition, Monday 1st October.    

For more information and to join our 
artist mailing list, go to  
www.artsinthevalley.net.au/visual-arts.   
     

Gary Moore
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LINCOLN CONSTRUCTIONS
KANGAROO VALLEY BUILDING

Lincoln O’Toole
Builder

lincolnotoole@icloud.com

11 Cullen Cres
Kangaroo Valley 

0414 551 648

February call outs
We responded to a total of six callouts 
over the last month.

The 1st call was an illegal pile burn on a 
day when permits were suspended. The 
pile was extinguished and the residents 
reminded of the conditions they agreed 
to abide by when issued with the fire 
permit.

The 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th calls were 
incidences of mist masquerading as smoke 
or no smoke found.

The 6th call being was dust generated 
from fertiliser spreading being reported 
as a smoke sighting.

Keeping everyone informed
Via our Facebook and Twitter pages 
and the Valley Voice, the brigade will 
endeavour to post news of our activities 
including incidents attended. A Twitter 
account has been added to widen our 
coverage, and brief incident reports will 
be updated here with the relevant tweet 
copied to our Facebook page. Incidents 
may be only briefly commented on at the 
time of their occurrence, or not updated 
until after the incident is closed, if we 
are busy firefighting or in an area lacking 
mobile reception. You can find us on 
Facebook and Twitter as @KVRFS.

Our Facebook page now has a Donate 
button and Useful Links tab to direct you 
to all the available NSW RFS tools. The 
most up-to-date and primary source of 
accurate fire information can be found 
through the NSW RFS Fires Near Me App 
for your smartphone or website https://
www.rfs.nsw.gov.au/fire-information/
fires-near-me. Fires Near Me classifies 
fires by status and alert levels. 

Status can be:

• Out of Control: A fire which is spreading  
 on one or more fronts. Effective   
 containment strategies are not in place  
 for the entire perimeter.

• Being Controlled: Effective strategies  
 are in operation or planned for the  
 entire perimeter.

• Under Control: The fire is at a stage  
 where firefighting resources are only  
 required for patrol purposes and major  
 re-ignition is unlikely.

Alert levels are used to give an indication 
of the level of threat from a fire. 
Remember, don’t wait for a warning. 
Some fires start and spread so quickly 
there may not be any time for a warning. 
If you get a Bush Fire Alert you must take 
it seriously. Failure to take action can 
result in death or injury to you and your 
family members. There are three levels 
of Bush Fire Alert, each with a different 
associated colour:

Advice (Blue)
A fire has started. There is no 
immediate danger. Stay up-to-date 
in case the situation changes.

Watch and Act (Yellow)
There is a heightened level of 
threat. Conditions are changing 
and you need to start taking 
action now to protect you and 
your family.

Emergency Warning (Red)
An Emergency Warning is the 
highest level of Bush Fire Alert. 
You may be in danger and need 
to take action immediately. Any 
delay now puts your life at risk.

Fire Permits
Fire permits are required for any burning 
off of pile burns, etc.; essentially, 
anything other than a BBQ or camp fire 
for warmth. Please ensure you have 

a valid permit and provide 24 hours’ 
notice to any adjoining neighbours; 
otherwise you are likely to receive a 
visit from your local brigade and possibly 
an infringement notice for an illegal 
burn. The brigade must respond if a 
Triple Zero call is received. Take notice 
of any SMS messages from Shoalhaven 
Fire Control that will be sent to permit 
holders informing them of any temporary 
suspensions of permits due to adverse 
weather conditions including Total Fire 
Bans. Use the Useful Links tab on the 
Facebook page to find out more about 
your responsibilities both in and out of 
fire season.

Fire permits can be arranged with 
advanced notice to your local fire permit 
officers:

Mike Gorman 0447 651 540

Neil Breeze 0439 065 128

Dave Smart 0467 812 190

Keith Nelson 0408 273 057

Bill Chittick 0400 873 012.

The Bush Fire Danger Period is expected 
to end on 31 March (and start again 1 
September), and a fire permit will not 
be required between April and the end 
of August. However, these dates can 
change depending on weather conditions 
and those burning off still need to abide 
by specific conditions such as informing 
neighbours 24 hours in advance. Note 
that the local Bush Fire Danger Period 
usually starts one month earlier than the 
standard start date of 1 October. Please 
check the NSW RFS website directly via 
the Useful Links tab on our Facebook page 
for updated details.

News
You have no doubt read of the terrible 
fires around Bega. As part of a state strike 
team, four members of the KV brigade 
have headed off to the area to assist with 
controlling the fires which, at the time 
of writing, continue to burn and threaten 
the local community. We wish our 
colleagues and members of other brigades 
a safe trip and quick success restoring 
some degree of normality to the residents 
of the affected area.

On a lighter side, the brigade assisted 
with the setup of the A&H Showground 
and all three fire appliances took part in 
the Grand Parade. 
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Our captain, Mike, also met with local 
scouts at the station to highlight the 
services a rural fire brigade provides to the 
community. Our own Dave Alexander took 
part in an excellent display of fire line tree 
felling at the Nowra Show. As well as being 
excellent entertainment, it also showcases 
the skills needed to be able to fell a tree 
accurately and safely on the fire ground. 

Training and operations
The brigade took part in a multi-brigade 
exercise at the BUPA Aged-Care Facility in 
Berry to review firefighting facilities and 
evacuation processes should an incident 
develop. More than ten appliances from 
various brigades including Fire & Rescue 
took part in this successful exercise.

We continue to ensure our equipment 
and skills are maintained and improved. 
Our appliances have been upgraded with 
new headlights and LED bars, enhanced 
UHF antennas and our larger appliance 
now has a mobile booster to improve data 
communications in more remote areas 
of the valley. Software applications are 
increasingly helping NSW RFS to improve 
firefighting capabilities. Should the 
booster continue to show benefits, we will 
install similar devices in our other two 
appliances. 

As our valley is sparsely populated and 
areas difficult to access, it can make 
pinpointing the source of potential fires 
time-consuming as we cross-reference 
the suspected location from various 
remote vantage points. To this end, we 
are looking for residents in remote areas 
and in specific vantage points to be an 
extra pair of eyes should they be home, 
and take photos using a specific piece 
of smartphone software that captures 
location and direction information that can 
be emailed to the brigade as we respond 
to an incident. We have already identified 
a number of potential properties, but 
should you feel you are in a location that 
has excellent visibility of our more remote 
areas, or simply a wide vista across the 
valley, then please contact our captain, 
Mike, on 0447 651 540.

New recruits are always welcomed. 
Come on down to the station at 6pm 
every Wednesday to discuss how you can 
contribute to the safety of our beautiful 
valley.    

Dusty Smart
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Sharmans Earthmoving

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177

At Kangaroo Valley & Southern Highlands Escapes we’re all about providing more when it comes to managing your    
property. We go that extra mile to make sure guests feel welcomed. “That roaring fire is always just right, the pillows 

fluffed and a warm welcome awaits you on arrival!”.  

We also go that extra mile to ensure our clients receive a quality service and that their homes are always at their best.  

If you’d like to receive more when it comes to having your property managed, contact the region’s growing and  

independent Property Manager - now serving the Southern Highlands  

Call 0428 155 818 email bookings@kangaroovalleyescapes.com web www.kangaroovalleyevent.com.au 

.For Those Who Demand More 
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We’ll make theearth   move
under your feet

For a complete list of tasks we tackle
check out the website

or ...
on the drive way; at the house site 
in the subdivision; on the property; 
in the dam ...

In fact, Selbys can, and do, make the 
earth move just about anywhere!

Selbys Earthmoving has an extensive range of modern machinery
to ensure we have the right equipment for your job!

SELBYS EARTHMOVING
selbys.net.au

David 0428 429 398 or Sharon 4465 1186     |     info@selbys.net.au

25
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If there is one country I would be happy 
to return to time and time again it’s New 
Zealand. 
Last November I had the opportunity to 
walk, with a small group of friends, one of 
the Great Walks, the Kepler Track located 
in the Fiordland National Park on the South 
Island. 

The walk itself is a 60km loop starting 
from the beautiful township of Te Anau 
and takes 3-4 days to complete. 

This walk is a carry-your-own gear kind of 
walk, so the evening before we left, (and 
the morning of truth be told), was spent 
eliminating any unnecessary clothing, gear 
and accessories from our packs. Everything 
counts when you have to carry your own 
pack for three to four days, I even found 
myself eliminating excess band-aids and 
crepe bandages from the first aid kit!

Despite what I thought was minimalist 
packing on my part, my pack refused 
to give up any extra weight and stayed 
stubbornly at around 17kg. 

Being a new pack, I decided to blame 
it entirely on the weight of the pack 
itself and not on my packing ability. A 
reasonable assumption I thought.

We woke at a fairly decent hour on 
the morning of our walk, knowing that 
although it was going to be a tough start, 
it was a relatively short day of walking. 
After meeting up with the rest of our 
party, and having one last ‘proper’ coffee 
the seven of us boarded the boat and 
set off across stunning Lake Te Anau to 
begin our adventure under glorious sunny 
conditions and dispositions.

I truly admire the work of The Department 
of Conservation in New Zealand. I don’t 
find myself saying that about many 
government departments; however these 
guys know their responsibility and carry it 
out to exceptional standards.

The care and maintenance they carry 
out on their walks and tourist sites is 

something from which Australia (and many 
other parts of the world) could learn. Talk 
to any of the DOC employees, guides or 
caretakers, and you can see that they take 
pride in their natural surroundings, they 
value the environment around them and 
they personally want to keep it protected 
and well maintained.

The Kepler walk reflected this, with clear 
sign-postings and a beautifully kept track. 

After leaving the boat we began our 
ascent amidst magnificent ferns, silver 
beech trees and massive limestone bluffs. 
We all knew that day one was going to 
be tough going up hill and we were not 
disappointed: 13.8km of pure uphill 
walking, zig-zagging up to the Luxmore 
Hut, which we would be calling home for 
the night.

The scenery became more and more 
breathtaking the higher we climbed, as we 
caught glimpses of the Te Anau township 
and Lake Te Anau getting smaller and 
smaller below us.

Reaching the top was both a relieving and 
a sudden experience. The ferns seemed 
to just stop as if on a boundary and our 
surroundings turned into tussock grass and 
vast 360º vistas. 

After a short break for the obligatory 
photos and selfies, we moved through 
this new terrain, our heads constantly 
swiveling as we took in the views. We 
even came across the odd strip of snow 
every now and then, a reminder of how 
fortunate we had been with the weather 
(the week before there had been a 
massive snowfall with the track being 
closed for several days). 

We found ourselves arriving at the 
Luxmore Hut early afternoon to enjoy a 
picnic lunch. I’ve always found eating on 
a multi-day walk to be rewarding on two 
fronts, firstly because I’m hungry (to state 

the obvious), but secondly, it comes with 
the delightful knowledge that your pack is 
going to be just that tiny bit lighter when 
you go to pick it up again!

Despite the strenuous uphill climb, after 
our bellies were filled and our backs 
happily free of packs, we set off for the 
20 minute return side-trip to the Luxmore 
caves. Whilst we couldn’t go too far in, 
due to the conditions (and a less than 
powerful head torch and creepy childhood 
memories of cave monsters), it offered an 
awe-inspiring insight into just what the 
mountains contained in their underground 
caverns. A reminder that the view we see 
as we look around is only the start of the 
natural beauty of the landscape.

The rest of the afternoon was spent 
securing our bunks (with 50+ people, it’s 
first in first served), chatting with other 
walkers and the hut warden and soaking 
in the beautiful view from the ‘top of the 
world’. 

Dinner was an interesting communal 
event, I find it interesting to see what 
other gourmet delights everyone else is 
cooking up and all the different camping 
utensils people have (the concertina 
plates, bowls, cups and even kettles 
remain one of my favourite inventions - 
people are so clever). We were all in awe 
of one German hiker who sat at the table 
and proceeded to pull out of his pack not 
one but two large sticks of salami, a loaf 
of sourdough bread, hunks of cheese, 
eggs (still in their carton, not yet boiled), 
tomatoes, a head of lettuce and many 
other gastronomical delights. We had no 
idea how he could have fitted everything 
in his pack, along with his hiking gear, 
let alone hike it all up that mountain! 
That was a man who truly appreciated his 
food. My own excitement for dinner was 
not squashed however, and I enjoyed my 
hearty meal of dehydrated beef stroganoff 
by “just adding boiling water”.

Day Two: Luxmore Hut to Iris Burn Hut 
14.6km

This was by far the most spectacular and 
most challenging of all days. The track 
continued its steep ascent from yesterday 
for a good few kilometres before starting 
to level out at the ridgeline below the 
Mount Luxmore summit. From here we 
could see parts of the ridgeline track 
over the mountains that we would be 

The Kepler Track

L-R: Teresa Harrington, David Adams, Wendy 
Barnett, Kim Adams, Kathy Harrington, Victoria 
Levey, Delyse Wright 

One of the many magnificent views on day two 
looking back towards Lake Te Anau
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walking. It was breathtaking. And it 
continued to be breathtaking the more 
we walked. We stopped just below the 
Mount Luxmore summit to pile on more 
clothes, protection from the harsh, icy 
wind and the rain that was threatening. 
The horizon looked a little ominous from 
where we stopped, dark grey clouds and 
fog drawing in. However, it didn’t last 
long and soon we were walking once more 
in the beautiful sunshine, taking in those 
glorious views of the Murchison mountain 
ranges. 

Despite there being more snow on the 
track than yesterday, the weather was 
beautiful and we were able to shed 
the layers as the sun grew warmer and 
exchanged our beanies for sun hats. We 
stopped to admire some of the cheeky 
Kea that are native to New Zealand. They 
are striking but very mischievous birds! 

We stopped for lunch at a particularly 
stunning turn in the track, where I took 
advantage of the short detour up to yet 
another gorgeous 360º vista of the Kepler 
mountains, Murchison mountains and 
Jackson Peaks. A few quick photos later 
and we began the 1000m descent to the 
Iris Burn hut. 

I adore the forests in New Zealand. They 

feel old and I feel like they are constantly 
watching and speaking. The lichen that 
clings to the trunks of the old trees and 
the moss that hangs from their branches 
creates such a picture of stunning visual 
beauty that I could hardly put my camera 
down. 

The switchbacks on the track eased the 
jarring of the downhill descent slightly, 
but it was still tough going and I came to 
understand that my body much prefers 
going uphill than down. Just before 
my knees got to their point of absolute 
refusal to carry me any further, the path 
levelled out and the sign for the Iris Burn 
Hut came into view. A welcoming sight if 
ever there was one. 

We once again settled in for the evening, 
securing our bunks and unpacking sleeping 
gear before braving the sand flies and, 
much to the disgust of our aching feet, 
setting off again for the 30 minute return 
side trip to Iris Burn Falls. The water 
wasn’t tempting enough for a swim (we 
would have been eaten by the sand flies 
if we tried), but it was a beautiful (flat!) 
forest walk and was very peaceful at the 
falls. Well worth the trip, (although my 
feet said otherwise).

Day Three: Iris Burn Hut – Moturau Hut 
(well… it was meant to be)
This day was a delightfully flat walk 
across the forest floor. It was so different 
to the scenery of yesterday. Instead of 
the vast views, it was the close up of the 
fern fronds, the forest birds and the way 
the dappled light shone on the path that 
we appreciated today. 

Due to the track being reasonably flat 
and the hiking days rather short, Kathy, 
Victoria and myself decided that the lure 

of a soft bed, warm shower and glass 
of red was much more attractive than a 
night with the sand flies at Moturau Hut. 
We decided that, if we picked up our 
pace (we are all reasonably fast walkers 
anyway), we could complete the walk 
on day three instead of four. And quite 
frankly, if Martin Dent could run the full 
Kepler Track in four hours 33 minutes 
(which he did in 2013), we could finish it 
in three days. We fleetingly questioned 
our decision when we arrived at the hut, 
situated on a beautiful little beach on 
the lake; however, we thought once more 
of that shower, glass of wine and the 
decision was made.

We shared a rather humorous moment, 
and a clear sign of modern day living, 
when I was able to get reception on my 
phone (of course it was charged, the 
portable charger was charging it as I 
crossed the ridgeline yesterday) and, 
delighting in the fact that I also had wi-fi, 
I sat on a log in the middle of the forest, 
pack still on my back and secured the 
booking with my credit card via the Wotif 
website. 

Did I feel like I had cheated myself out of 
the wilderness experience? Sitting around 
our table enjoying our wine and cheese 
that night reflecting on the past few days 
of hiking, I think not.

Delyse Wright

HELP ANN SUDMALIS  
BUILD OUR BRIDGE

BUILD
BRIDGE
OUR

buildourbridge.com.au
Sign the petition:

 59 Junction St, Nowra NSW 2541   4423 1782   

 ann.sudmalis.mp@aph.gov.au   annsudmalismp.com.au   AnnSudmalisMP 

Authorised by Ann Sudmalis MP, Liberal Party of Australia, 59 Junction Street, Nowra NSW 2541.

A great spot for a picnic!
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Folate and Folic Acid by Dr Rosemary Stanton,  
OAM, Nutritionist

One of our readers recently asked me to 
discuss folic acid. Let’s start with some 
basic information:
Folate is one of the eight B group 
vitamins. Like some other vitamins, it 
exists in many different forms, possibly as 
many as 30. Folate is the form that occurs 
naturally in foods.
As its name might suggest, folate is 
found in foliage – greens such as spinach, 
watercress, a range of Asian vegies, 
silverbeet, broccoli and asparagus. Other 
good sources include yeast extracts, 
legumes, peanuts, lentils, sweet 
corn, wheatgerm, millet, brown rice, 
camembert cheese, eggs, oranges, pork 
and mussels. White and grainy breads also 
contains naturally occurring folate.
Folate was once referred to as vitamin 
B10 or B11. Some people now call it 
vitamin B9. When half the numbered B 
vitamins were found not to be vitamins, 
most of the numbers were no longer 
officially used. It was also called Wills’ 
Factor, named after Dr Lucy Wills, a 
British doctor who discovered its presence 
in Marmite.
Folic acid is a synthetic form of this 
vitamin, first made in a laboratory in 
1945. It is the form of folate that is 
included in vitamin supplements and 
added to foods such as some breakfast 
cereals and drinks.
What does folate do?
Folate has over 100 different roles in 
the body, including being essential for 
more than 30 different genes and vitally 
important enzymes in the body. It’s 
involved in the production of nucleic 
acids needed to make (and repair) DNA, 
and also in nerve cells and red blood 

cells. One of its most important functions 
is the development of the nervous system 
in the very early stages of pregnancy 
– before a woman even knows she is 
pregnant. Plenty of folate at this stage 
can help reduce the chances of the infant 
developing defects in the neural tube, 
such as spina bifida and also some brain 
defects.
Because extra folate is needed so early in 
pregnancy, the Australian Food Standards 
Code decreed in 2009 that folic acid be 
added to wheat flour used for making 
bread. Organic bread flours have the 
choice to omit it, and flour intended 
for uses other than making bread is not 
usually fortified with folic acid.
In theory, if women intending to 
become pregnant consumed enough 
foods naturally rich in folate, or took a 
supplement, adding folic acid to bread 
flour would not have been needed. 
However, as much as we try to get 
everyone to eat more vegetables, 
legumes and wholegrains, usual 
consumption of folate-rich foods doesn’t 
provide enough to meet the higher 
needs of those first days and weeks 
of pregnancy. A large percentage of 
pregnancies are also unplanned.
Since folic acid has been added to 
bread flour, the incidence of spina bifida 
in Australian babies has decreased 
dramatically – by almost 70% in Indigenous 
births and 55% in babies born to 
teenagers. The drop has been lower in 
other groups of women who were more 
likely to have taken their doctor’s advice 
to use folic acid supplements.
Folate deficiency
Folate deficiency occurs in people with 
a very poor diet, in those suffering from 
alcoholism or in people taking particular 
medications. These include some 
anticonvulsants and some drugs used in 
rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, ulcerative 
colitis and some severe cases of asthma. 
Alcohol – and most of the drugs referred 
to – interfere with the body’s ability to 
absorb folate and increase its excretion.
Too much folic acid
In practice, it’s highly unlikely that 
anyone will overdose on folate by eating 
good natural sources of it. Folic acid is 
more risky because it may come in high 
dose supplements as well as being added 
to some staple foods. The quantity of 
folic acid could be a potential problem 
for anyone who ate a lot of bread as well 
as processed breakfast cereals and juices 
with added folic acid.
However, the most likely route for excess 
consumption is from supplements. These 
have a well-documented role in reducing 

neural tube defects 
when taken in 
the first weeks of 
pregnancy, as does 
the addition of folic 
acid to bread. Those 
on particular medications or with alcohol-
related problems also need supplements. 
Others don’t.
Interaction with vitamin B12
Folate and B12 have complementary and 
interacting roles in many biochemical 
reactions within the body. The well-known 
problem with folic acid is that high levels 
(more than 1000 micrograms/day) can 
mask a deficiency of vitamin B12 (which 
leads to the serious and usually irreversible 
condition of pernicious anaemia). Vitamin 
B12 deficiency is not uncommon in frail 
aged people who often do not absorb this 
vitamin, as well as younger people. For 
these people, folic acid in supplements is 
a potential problem. Foods high in natural 
folate are not.
Genetic polymorphism
Some people have variations in a gene 
that makes an enzyme needed for using 
some forms of folate. These variations 
are known as polymorphisms, meaning 
the changes in the gene don’t necessarily 
affect its function.
A rapidly-growing industry is now 
claiming the variations are responsible 
for many health problems, including 
autism, schizophrenia, foggy brain, 
ADHD, epilepsy, migraine, infertility, 
insomnia, multiple sclerosis, Parkinson’s, 
depression, chronic fatigue, diabetes, 
addictive behaviour, allergies, anxiety – 
and more.
Gene testing kits for the polymorphisms 
are offered to the public, as well as 
kits that supposedly test ‘oestrogen 
metabolism’. There are also ‘weight 
management shakes’ and a range of 
expensive supplements, and they 
recommend grain and dairy-free diets.
Even though folate is involved in many 
reactions in the body, my antennae 
start vibrating when people selling 
supplements and home-testing kits claim 
that any single factor can be responsible 
for so many ailments.
Personally, I’d prefer recommending foods 
rich in natural folate and for women 
thinking of becoming pregnant to take 
the appropriate supplement. But if adding 
folic acid to bread reduces the risk of 
spina bifida, it’s hard to object. If you’re 
tempted by the home testing kits, genetic 
experts don’t advise it. 
See also  
https://blog.23andme.com/health-traits/
our-take-on-the-mthfr-gene/
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environmental contracting, garden management,  
landscape design & construction, permaculture design 

www.mountainecho.com.au

Ryan 0409 743 828 & Katie 0424 236 235

On Saturday 10 March, Stevie and Nick 
opened their new venture with the first 
of their dining series dinners. It was a 
six-course degustation menu, comprised 
of brand new dishes that followed a 
format that the chefs Nick and Brendan 
knew would work. It really was a 
testament to their skill in combining 
flavours and textures in a palate-
pleasing way.

Hampden Deli Dining Series #1

The first course was canapés, which 
included puffed black rice crackers with 
taramasalata, finger lime and roe, melon 
with pancetta and manchego cheese, 
pumpkin brioche soldier with mascarpone 
and raw mushrooms. The second course 
was cured scampi with pickled kohlrabi, 
crustacean cream, dill and scampi snow. 
This was followed by my favourite dish of 
the night - smoked goats curd, heirloom 
tomatoes, charred cucumber gazpacho, 
dried sourdough and basil. Absolutely 
mouth-watering. The fourth course was 
butter-poached poussin, corn, chicken 
liver, coq au vin sauce and crisp skin. 
The fifth course was pepperberry brisket 
‘pastrami’ with smoked baby beetroots, 
beetroot jus, caramelised onion cream 
and purslane. The evening was rounded off 
with spiced persimmon, aerated chocolate 
mousse, white pepper ice cream, brioche, 
powdered meringue and almonds. Every 
mouthful was delicious.

It was great that all the guests were eating 
the same food, so that comparisons and 
discussions could be had on the flavours 
and textures that were being presented to 
us by the ever-attentive team. It was very 
exciting to be part of the inaugural event.

By the time you read this, the second 
dining series event (French Classics) will 
have been held and the third (with a 
working title of East meets West) will be 
happening on Saturday 7 April; this event 
will be an ode to Nick’s time working in 
Tetsuya’s. A whole new group of guests will 
have been blown away with what has been 
created in the main street of our town.

Hampden Deli has a website, facebook 
page and an Instagram account to keep us 
all updated on the schedule of the dining 
series dinners, schools and other events. 
Nick is keen to start the schools so that 
he can pass on his knowledge and chef’s 
tricks to those of us eager to learn from an 
awarded, Michelin star restaurant trained 
master.

Stevie, Nick and Brendan are passionate 
about using and promoting local produce. 
They want to support and help grow the 
community of which they are now part. 
They would also like to pass on their 
thanks to those who have supported them 
so far and those who will do in the future. 
With our support, they will continue for 
many years to come.

Stevie and Nick, thanks for your faith in 
our village and bringing something special 
to Kangaroo Valley.

      
    Al Lockyer Photo credits: Brenda Sambrook and Al Lockyer
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The ambulance came to preschool  - but 
don‘t worry, it wasn’t a real emergency. 
Isaac’s daddy, Daren, is a paramedic. He 
brought his ambulance to the preschool 
so that the children could find out about 
ambulances in a fun environment, rather 
than have a first up-close experience of 
an ambulance in an emergency situation. 
This visit should help reduce stress if 
ever the children have to deal with this 
potentially frightening experience.

The children were given teddy bears to 
bandage, and Daren put an oxygen mask 
on one of the bears to show us what 
it looked like. We walked through the 
ambulance and saw what was inside. We 
sat in the front seat and felt how high it 
was. Daren even let us see the lights and 
hear how loud the siren sounds! Thank 
you Daren and Sam for organising this 
very special event for us!

The preschool Annual General Meeting 
was held on 8th March. Our executive 
committee this year are President: Brad 
Hawthorne, Vice President: Lisa Mumm, 
Treasurer: Karen Grundy and Secretary: 

Janelle Unger. Dalys Hargreaves will be 
our fundraising co-ordinator. Thank you 
very much to these busy people who 
have volunteered their time to keep our 
community preschool running.

Brad has been busy making our playground 
more beautiful. He spent a very hot day 
removing an old stump and planting a 
new maple tree for us. The new tree will 
grow and complete the leafy shade cover 
for our playground in the summer, give us 
beautiful autumn leaves, and then let the 
sun shine through its branches to our play 
space in the winter. Thank you Brad. 

      
    Jacinta Perry

Bandaging teddy Potential paramedic

President Brad

We love our new maple tree

Above and Left: Exploring 
the ambulance

Below: Testing our vital 
signs with paramedic Daren
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YOGA IN THE VALLEY
ROSE ANDREWS
Certified Iyengar Yoga Teacher

Over 24 years practicing and more than 12 years teaching experience
  
 • Become fit and flexible
 • Increase strength and mobility
 • Anti-aging
 • Improve your overall health; emotional and physical 

Classes available Tuesday 6pm and Thursday 9am and 6pm 

P: (02) 4465 1364 | E: bowralyoga@gmail.com |  
FB: Bowral & Kangaroo Valley Yoga 

Recognition for the 
KV Show
On 13 March, Gareth Ward, MP 
for Kiama, delivered the following 
statement to the NSW Parliament.
“Over the past few weeks, the Kiama 
region has been a hub of activity 
as many agricultural societies put 
on their annual show. On Saturday 
17 February, I had the incredible 
opportunity of attending the 133rd 
Kangaroo Valley Show, which provided 
a reminder of the smorgasbord of 
talent that this region has in a wide 
variety of agricultural disciplines.

Besides witnessing the show, I was 
delighted to present a cheque for 
$17,000 on behalf of the Community 
Building Partnership program to 
the Kangaroo Valley Show Society 
for permanent seating around the 
showground. The grant is well 
deserved. I acknowledge the show 
committee members and volunteers, 
including Secretary Mairi Langton, 
President Harold Sharman and 
Treasurer Keith Wearne. They and 
many others do a commendable job 
in providing an event that needs 
significant planning and effort to 
make it a reality. I look forward to 
the 134th Kangaroo Valley show, the 
biggest little show on the coast.”

Answers to Trivia questions on 
page 5
 
1.  Wallace and Gromit

2.  G K Chesterton.

3.  Mercury and Venus

4.  Jersey

5.  1984

6.  Helen Mirren

7.  Nicholas Cage

8.  Batgirl

9.  Typewriter

10.  Thirteen

11.  Raven

12.  La boheme
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Our guest speaker for March was Maurie 
Bloom, who has lived in the Valley for 
many years and is known to many of 
us as the husband of VIEW member, 
Barbara Bloom.
Maurie, a mechanical engineer, worked 
for 44 years at the Ansto (Australian 
Nuclear Science & Technical Organisation) 
nuclear reactor at Lucas Heights. In 
the 70s, when Maurie first started 
there, the staff were worried about the 
misinformation about Ansto that was 
causing concern in the public, and formed 
a Discovery Group to notify the public 
about what was actually happening there. 

Ansto is involved in producing medical 
isotopes and in research. These medical 
isotopes have to be produced in a 
specially built reactor and are neutron 
rich; isotopes that are produced in a 
cyclotron are neutron depleted and 
complement rather than provide an 
alternative to the former; rather they 
provide other forms of radiation used for 
different medical purposes. So cyclotrons 
are not duplicating nuclear reactors.

Maurie explained there are many types of 
radiation, from low frequency radiation, 
as in electricity, up to ionising radiation 
as those used in X-rays. The highest 
frequency of radiation comes from cosmic 
radiation. Coal-fired power stations 
release the same amount of radiation as 
nuclear power stations. There is also a 
fair amount of radiation in the food we 
eat, particularly potassium. 

The most dangerous substance known to 
man, radioactive polonium, is found in 
our food, but normally passes through the 
system except in the case of smokers, 
where it can affect the lungs.

Maurie denied any association between 
nuclear reactors and bombs, saying a 
reactor can never explode. In Chernobyl, 
the problem was overheating, with 
no surrounding canister to absorb the 
explosion. Nuclear weapons are built 
where uranium (yellow cake) has been 
enriched to 90%.

A nuclear power reactor is incredibly 
more efficient than a black coal power 
station, using a fraction of nuclear 
energy to black coal to produce the same 
amount.

Maurie provided us with an interesting 
brochure detailing the amount of 
radiation we are each exposed to 
annually, breaking it down into the 
proportions that come from different 
sources such as power stations, cosmic 
rays, food and drink, X-rays, terrestrial 
radiation and even the differences caused 
by the type of building we live in.

Thank you, Maurie, for a really interesting 
and informative talk.

Our next meeting is Friday April 13, 
at 11.30 am for 12 noon. Our guest 
speaker will be Tania from the Flagstaff 
Group, a South Coast Disability and Care 
Organisation.

Don’t forget to let Jeannette Dumbrell 
know by lunchtime on the Monday before 
the meeting if you will be unable to 
attend - on 4465 2708, or by email at 
jdumbrell@bigpond.net.au.

Everyone is welcome at VIEW. 

To find out more please contact Penny 
Rose on 4464 2384.

   Jenelle Brangwin

Jesus is no joke! That’s the theme in 
KV for Easter Sunday, which is on April 
Fool’s Day this year. 
There was an interesting story in the news 
recently. A Romanian man who had been 
living and working in Turkey for 26 years, 
then sought to return to Romania, was 
denied entry to his home country due to 
being declared legally dead! The man had 
left his wife before heading to Turkey; 
rather than divorce him, his wife had 
him declared legally dead in 2013. The 
Romanian man took the matter to court to 
have this declaration made invalid, but the 
court denied his appeal! 

Pronounced dead, but actually alive! 
When Jesus was put on a cross he soon 
really WAS dead. The soldiers opened his 
side with a spear to check and Jesus was 
pronounced dead. But three days later, 
Jesus rose up from death so that you and I 
could be friends with God again. Jesus was 
seen by over 500 people after rising from 
the dead. No joke! 

Our church’s service times for Easter are: 
Good Friday (March 30) at 8.30am and for 
Easter Sunday (April 1), 8.30am and 10am 
(with easter egg hunt for the kids after the 
10am service).

Maybe you saw four bible college students 
with Andrew around the place recently. 
We had four students in KV for a week 
getting a taste of our rural village life, 
rural church and ministry life, and getting 
to know our locals. The students visited 
people on their properties to help out and 
have a chat, helped fundraise by swimming 
laps at the KV pool for Anglican Aid safe 
water projects, spoke at our services and 
helped run a KVPS scripture assembly. 

We arranged for Henry Olonga to come 
to KV on Wednesday March 21. Henry was 
the first black test cricketer for Zimbabwe 
and bowled 150km/hr thunderbolts in 
his playing days! He also protested the 
Zimbabwean government practices of the 
early 2000s and had to flee his country. 
He has never returned. Henry is also a 
committed Christian and told us a bit 
about all these things in an entertaining 
evening at the KV hall.

Warm regards to you all, 

   Andrew Paterson

Henry Olonga
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 countryliving@oneagency.com.au       www.oneagency.com.au                  P I  4465 1996 

 One Agency — Country Living oneagency_countryliving  Find us on: 

ONE BIG THANK YOU 

Many of the properties we sell are sold directly to our very own exclusive 
VIP data base contact list for people looking specifically for their dream 
home in Kangaroo Valley. Located here in the main street of the Valley we 
are open 7 days with our prominent window display and of course that 
good old local knowledge.  

 We have the local knowledge and experience to ensure you achieve the 
highest and best negotiated price for your property . We listen and under-
stand our clients requests and requirements and many of our buyers have 
asked us to find their perfect place—maybe now is a good time if you are 
thinking of your next move? Let us help you make that move.  

 Have a personal talk with Graeme on 0418 907 110 or Mark on 0402 
428600    

 

13 CULLEN CRESCENT KANGAROO VALLEY 

                           Mark Stewart                           Graeme Smith 

                          Principal  - Sales                        Licensee  -  Sales 

 

It is always wonderful to receive a letter or card of thanks from our clients. 
It really is our pleasure and privilege to be able to market and sell proper-
ties for our  clients here in what we all know is the most beautiful place on 
the planet! If you are considering selling contact either Graeme Smith or 
Mark Stewart for a quick market update and our proven local niche premi-
um selling methods.  

DEPOSIT TAKEN 10 DAYS ON MARKET 

438 Duffys Lane KANGAROO VALLEY 

SOLD on Auction Day

UNDER OFFER in 7 Days 

1 Willowglen Road KANGAROO VALLEY 

899a Kangaroo Valley Rd Bellawongara  

SOLD in under 14 Days  
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Sports Report
Golf ClubBowls
The course was wet and scoring was 
difficult for the Monthly Medal and Stroke 
round on Saturday 24th February but 
nobody was complaining. It had rained. 
Gordon Thomson handled the conditions 
best, winning both the Medal and Stroke 
comps with a net 75. Robert Calkhoven 
was second with a net 78, beating Allan 
Harvey, also scoring a net 78, on a 
countback.

On Saturday 3rd March the course had 
dried out, for the Stableford competition, 
and was playing a little easier than the 
previous week. Suzanne Greer won by 
beating Bill Clemens, on a countback. 
Both scored 36 points. Phil Scott was 
third with 34 points. It was good seeing 
Phil back playing.

A good score evaded everybody, with the 
wet slow greens, in the Par competition 
on Saturday 10th March. It was won by 
Steve Atkins with a score of -3. Allan 
Harvey finished second with -4 and 
Suzanne Greer third with a score of -5. 

It was a great morning for golf on 
Saturday 17th March, for the Stableford 
competition, with the greens back to 
a constant speed. A number of visitors 
made it a very good-sized field, and those 
of us who teed off a little after 7am were 
very pleased we did when the heat hit 
around 11am. Birdy man (birdied 9 and 
17) Peter Dumbrell had a comfortable 
win, with a very good 39 points. Suzanne 
Greer continued her good form to score 
37 points and earned her second place. A 
visitor, James Grierson, was third with 34 
points.

Until next time,

    Seventy Plus 

This report covers the period from 19 
February to 18 March 2018. 
The first round of the Major Pairs 
championship resulted in “Jingles” 
Chittick and “Tige” Lidbetter being 
narrowly defeated 20 to 16 by Ben Watson 
and Paul Bezant. In social bowls on 21 
February Col Good and Lindsay McNamara 
defeated Arch MacKinnon and Terry Hayes 
in a close match. 
A Pennant trial match was held at Berry 
on 22 February between Berry and 
Bomaderry. Notwithstanding the home 
ground advantage, Bomaderry was 
victorious on the day. In Grade 2 Berry 
won one rink and lost two rinks, resulting 
in a 38/53 defeat. Despite winning two of 
the three rinks in Grade 6, Berry lost the 
overall score 41 to 58.
After a very tight tussle in the first half 
of the game, David Badger and Adam 
Rigney pulled away from Mark Power 
and Terry Bezant to win their Major 
Pairs championship game 23 to 15 on 
28 February. Undeterred by the heat, a 
number of social bowls matches were also 
held. David Lambert and Tige Lidbetter 
defeated Peter Haddon and Terry Hayes. 
Lindsay McNamara and Bob Dunn were 
victorious against Steve Kellett and 
Barry Dunn, and Jingles Chittick and 
Peter Webb scored consistently to defeat 
Russell Tulloch and Derek Raymond.
On 7 March the Dunn brothers were once 
again pitted against one another. In an 
extremely close match the team of Barry 
Dunn and David Lambert won the day over 
Russell Tulloch and Bob Dunn. A slow start 
saw Rob Folkard and Col Good unable to 
score until the seventh end in their match 
against Derek Raymond and Terry Hayes 
and, despite a mid-game revival, Derek 
and Terry won the match convincingly.
In an ironic twist, the return trial Pennant 
match between Bomaderry and Berry, 
held at Bomaderry on 14 March, resulted 
in a win by the Berry teams in both 
grades. The Grade 2 teams won all three 
rinks with an overall score of 58 to 35, 
and the Grade 6s won two of the three 
rinks with an overall score of 62 to 56.
The 2018 Pennants season is underway 
with Berry obtaining the following results 
so far:
Men’s Grade 2
3 March – Milton Ulladulla nine points 
defeated Berry one point
10 March – Nowra nine points defeated 
Berry one point
17 March – Lake Conjola ten points 
defeated Berry 0 points.
Men’s Grade 6
3 March – St Georges Basin nine points 
defeated Berry one point 

10 March – Berry nine points defeated 
Culburra one point
17 March – Ex-Servo’s nine and a half 
points defeated Berry half a point.
Women’s Grade 4
1 March – Berry five points defeated 
Nowra 0 scoring 43 to 32
3 March – Berry five points defeated 
Culburra 0 scoring 53 to 26
6 March – Berry five points defeated 
Sussex Inlet 0 scoring 43 to 19
15 March – Berry five points defeated 
Milton/Ulladulla 0 scoring 58 to 26.
This puts the Grade 4 girls on top of their 
Section so far. Keep up the good work!
Women’s Grade 5
Full details are not to hand, but they 
have won two matches against Bomaderry 
and St George’s Basin (Red) and lost 
two matches to Huskisson and Milton/
Ulladulla. The current point standing has 
Huskisson leading on nine points and Berry 
is sharing second place with Bomaderry 
and Milton/Ulladulla on six points, with St 
George’s Basin on three points. Berry is in 
a great position to make the finals.
The Berry Women’s Bowling Club (BWBC) 
hosted a charity mixed bowls day on 13 
March to raise money for the Westmead 
Children’s Hospital. Participants were 
asked to wear “odd socks and crazy hair” 
and played three games of seven ends 
with team changes after each game. 
There was an excellent turnout of men 
and women from the Berry club, as well 
as a couple of non-bowlers. It was a great 
fun day and close to $800 was raised 
on the day. The BWBC has pledged to 
contribute additional funds to take the 
total to $1,000. The success of this event 
is likely to result in it becoming an annual 
event. Congratulations to the event 
organiser Deb Folkard for a wonderful day 
with a real outcome for a very worthwhile 
cause. 
In the final of the BWBC fours 
Championship the team of Jane Haddon, 
Deb Folkard, Irene Dunn and June 
Holdaway were unable to repeat their 
success of the previous two years and lost 
to Anna Stewart, Enid Hall, Maya McGrath 
and Ruth Willdig.
    Rob Folkard

Westmead Children’s Hospital Charity Day at Berry 
Bowling Club - Crazy hair odd socks! L-R Rob and 
Deb Folkard, Peter and Shirley Webb, Peter and Jane 
Haddon, Pam Tulloch, Col Good and Gillian Portener
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Kangaroo Valley  
FIREWOOD

Seasoned Firewood 
Delivered & Stacked 

A local supplier using a local resource

Call Jamie • 0412 424 069  •  4465 2520 
email: jamiesalkeld@gmail.com
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Sharmans Rural Contracting

Geoff Sharman
0409 289 122

Tania Sharman
0409 289 1234465 1177

Kennedy’s Tours
Kennedy’s Bus and Coach

. . . e n j o y  t h e  e x p e r i e n c e

Hunter Valley XMAS Light Spectacular
5-7th December 2018 / 2 Nights
$999 per person ($120 Single Supp)

Wildwood Gardens
17th August 2018
$99 per person

Call Now to Book 4421 7596
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Contributing to the Voice in May? 
Please send all content to 

thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au  
or call 0414 884 833 by  

April 20th

Please note:advertisement bookings 
due by April 15th

This is the third in a series of articles 
based on information provided by Legal 
Aid NSW

Don’t risk your home
Older people may be ‘asset rich but 
income poor’. If you own your home, 
which may be worth a considerable 
amount, but your only income is a 
pension, you need to think seriously 
before you use your home as security to 
help your children.

You can be at risk of losing your home 
when trying to help your family financially 
if you:

• guarantee a loan taken out by your  
 child,

• take a loan out in your name, with the  
 intention that your child will pay off  
 the loan,

• transfer the title in your home to your  
 child so they can use the property as  
 security for a loan, or

• take out a reverse mortgage on your  
 home.

In the first three situations you will 
be relying on your child to pay off the 
loan; if they fail to do so the lender has 
the legal right to sell your home to pay 
off the debt. If the value of your home 
doesn’t cover the debt, the lender can 
also take other property you may own.

If you take out a reverse mortgage you 
need pay back the loan only when you die 
or sell your home. 

Helping your family financially?
Understand the risks

However, you could find that there is too 
little equity left in the property to pay 
for aged care accommodation, health 
care costs or to leave as an inheritance to 
others.

Think before you sign
If your child cannot take out a loan on 
their own behalf, it is probably because 
the bank does not consider them to 
be a good risk. That is, the bank is not 
confident that they would be able to 
repay the loan and they don’t have assets 
of sufficient value to act as security for 
the loan.

Your child may be overly optimistic 
about their ability to finance a loan, 
and may not have considered carefully 
they consequences for you if things went 
wrong. As you have the most to lose, you 
need to be very realistic.

If the bank doesn’t consider them a good 
credit risk, neither should you.

Get independent legal advice
Legal documents such as loan 
agreements, mortgages and guarantees 
can be complex and difficult to 
understand. Don’t rely on your child or 
a bank representative to explain to you 
what it will mean for you if you sign any 
document.

Before you make any decision to help 
a family member financially when your 
home is your only asset, it is important to 
get independent legal advice - ie from a 
lawyer who does not also represent your 
child or the bank - and speaking to the 
lawyer without anyone else in the room.

This will give you confidence that you 
understand what your are letting yourself 
in for. The cost of getting this advice may 
save you much more money in the long 
term if things went wrong.

It’s ok to say no
It may be difficult to refuse a request for 
financial help from those you love and 
want to help. But you should make sure 
that you have as much information as 
possible about their financial situation, 
the agreement you are entering into and 
the risks involved.

If your home is your only asset, you 
should ask yourself:

• Is the risk of losing my home too high?

• How will I cope if I have to leave my  
 home?

• Where would I live?

• How will this affect my relationship  
 with my other children or what I  
 intend to do about their inheritance?

Not being able to help doesn’t mean you 
don’t love your children. You are entitled 
to protect your own interests.

A loan or a gift?
If you lend money to a family member, 
it’s important that you make it clear, 
in writing, whether you intend to give 
the money as a gift or you expect it to 
be repaid at some time. If a loan, the 
agreement should specify when it is to be 
repaid and whether interest is also to be 
paid.

You should get legal advice before signing 
such an agreement, and the agreement 
should be signed by you both.

Think about your pension
Helping your family financially may affect 
your pension entitlements. Centrelink has 
rules about how much of your assets you 
can ‘gift’ before your pension is affected.

If you lend money to a family member, 
the loan will be assessed as part of your 
assets. This includes if you take out a 
mortgage over your home and lend the 
money to family.

For more information about how your 
pension could be affected, see the article 
on page 34 of the February 2018 issue of 
the Voice.

Tony Barnett, Chairman

      
Kangaroo Valley Seniors Accomodation & 

Support Committee
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The Directory
Valley Moss

0427 651 230

www.facebook.com/mandy.valleymoss | www.instagram.com/mandy.valleymoss
email: mandy.valleymoss@gmail.com

Locally sourced, specialising in native flowers for all occasions

Changing individuals, corporations, families and communities one thought at a time.

www.movingminds.com.au | heather@movingminds.com.au

Heather Bray
BA (Psych), M.SC (Psych) 

0412 219 993 

1 Broughton Street, Kangaroo Valley Stays 

Psychology Services

Assistance with the design of your ad, or any other 
print media is available. Please contact Delyse 

Wright at thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call 
0414 884 833.

Graphic Design | Website Design | Print Media

Please note that the directory listings are a six month commitment. Renewal of the ad is 
automatic at the start of each new cycle (February and July), if you DO NOT wish your ad to 

be renewed, please contact the editor prior to these renewal months: 
thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or 0414 884 833.

Taijiquan (Tai Chi) Classes in the Valley
Slow, steady and soft exercises to build and develop 

your energy, improve strength & balance
Two classes available
Tuesday evenings 6.30 - 8pm 
Kangaroo Valley Showground Hall and

Saturday mornings 9 – 10.30 am 
Outdoor Kiosk/Bar area, Kangaroo Valley Showground

Any age, any fitness level, any ability welcome.
Contact your teacher: Sue Cochrane, suecochrane51@gmail.com 

0408510151  	 Colleen	Langan	
Energy	Healer	(Ignite	Your	Spirit)	
Spiritual	Counselor	and	Teacher	

Meditation	Facilitator	
	

Energy	Healing	and	Counseling	by	appointment	
0410460345	or	44460345	
mayabhadni@gmail.com	

www.healingmayalight.com	
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The Directory continued

BUILDING DESIGNER    
B.Arch UTS

T 02 4465 1224   M 0412 671 735
E davidcox@fastrac.net.au
PO BOX 6037 Kangaroo Valley NSW 2577
www.davidcoxdesign.com.au

Voice  
Advertising 
Rates 2018

Size (mm) B/W Colour

1/8 page (60 x 90) $40 N/A
(90 x 60)

1/4 page (90 x 130) $55 $145
(130 x 90)

1/2 page (190 x130) $85 $185
1/2 page (Back Cover) $220

Full page  (190 x 270) $140 $280
Full page  (Back Cover) $300

Centre Spread $560
(if available)

Directory

Small $21 per issue for 6 month sub
Large $42 per issue for 6 month sub

for completed ads*  
supplied as .jpg files

* a fee will be charged for ads to be made up
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Wrights Farm Machinery Pty Ltd MTA Member  Motor Mechanic Lic#: 106089

Jenanter Drive, Kangaroo Valley  •  0411 619 179

For all mechanical repairs
... your local mechanic 

John Wright
• Authorised Safety Check Station
• Pink Slips
• Eftpos available 

MVRL 53587
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Supporting Local Business

Advertise here!
Advertising in the directory encourages our local community 
to support local businesses and gives you as a business owner 
an opportunity to tell the community what you do and how to 

find you.

Get seen in 2017, advertise local.

Directory rates: $21 per edition (small ad) $42 (large ad)

Email: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au
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0402 576 859
02 4465 5000

gpjames cleaning@gmail.com

Ladies & Mens Hair Dresser

JFK  
LEGAL

SPECIALISING IN
· Basic Wills $550
·  Disputed wills
· Probate
· Personal Injury law
·  Car Accidents
· Court Mentions

All the way with JFK

Mobile Legal Service   Phone 02 9665 4846
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EMERGENCIES 
Police  13 1444 or  4421 9699
Ambulance 000 
Poisons 13 1126
Integral Energy 13 1003 
Lifeline 13 1114
Fire 000
Storm and flood SES 132500 

SCHOOLS and CHURCHES
Preschool  Jacinta Perry 4465 1327
P&C Vicki Barger 
Public School Andrew Smee  
Scots College Jeff Grundy 4465 1089
Anglican Church  Andrew Patterson 4465 1585
Sunday School  Jeanette Dumbrell  4465 2708
Catholic Church Parish Office  4423 1712

CHARITIES and SERVICE GROUPS
CMR Institute Joan Bray 4465 1851
Lions Club  Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
V.I.E.W. Club Jenelle Brangwin 4465 1955
Remexio Partnership  Libby Turnock 4465 1357
Environment Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Wildlife Rescue South Coast  0418 427 214
Wires  4862 1788

AGES and STAGES
Cubs/Scouting Nicholas Carlile 4446 0591
Cuppa and kids   Kate Hole  0432 177 206

SPORTS and EXERCISE
Bushwalking Fran Pritchard  4465 1599
Cricket Club Hugh Sinclair 0435 001 294
Fishing Club Vinnie Winch  4465 1448 
Frisbee Mark McLennan 0439 456 356
Golf Club Gordon Thomson 4465 1958
Hockey Club Sharon Gomez  4465 1580
Pilates Melinda Mangold    0404 483 680     
Pony Club Karen Barker 0407 928 994 
Rowing Club Gerry Garrett  4465 1419
Tennis Club Peter Stanton 4465 1688
Yoga   Vasudha Rao  4465 1093
Iyengar Yoga Rose Andrews 4465 1364

OTHER ORGANISATIONS
Alcoholics Anonymous Rick  4465 1113
Brogers Creek Landcare Andrew Fitzsimmons  4465 1482
Budgong Community Group Alex Cooke 0418 440526
Chamber Tourism & Commerce Alison Baker  0405 379 393
Historical Society   Garth Chittick  4465 1367 
FIG Community Garden Lyn Rutherford 0414 737 547
FYRE Karen Harrison 4465 1699
KV Arts Festival  Nick Minogue 0414 732 514 
KVCA                                 Wendy Caird 
 kvcollections@bigpond.com 
KV Sustainable
Land Management Group Jan Johnson  4465 1593
KVRFS Captain   Mike Gorman 0447 651 540 
  4465 1540
K. V. Show  Mairi Langton 0412 180 778 
Osborne Park Hall Jacqui. Lenz  4465 1272
Pioneer Museum Tony Barnett 4465 1800
Rock-Wallaby Melinda Norton 4887 8256
Seniors Support  Tony Barnett  4465 1800                                       
Upper River Progress Assn Sarah Butler 4465 1364
 

WEEKLY EVENTS
Mon – Fri Bus Service to Nowra and Highlands 4423 5990
Mon –Tues-Thurs Mass  St. Joseph’s 9 am
Mon 1-3 pm Women’s Bible Study 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Tues 10-12 and 6-8 Iyenga Yoga  4465 1364
Tues Cuppa and kids 
 Sunday School Hall  from 9-30 am
Tues Yoga at KV Hall  9.30-10.45am and 6-7.15pm
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Wed  KVRFS Training at Shed 6pm and meetings 
 1st Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. 
Wed Mass St Joseph’s 7 am (NB No Mass on Fridays)
Wed  Pioneer Museum Park Conservation Group 
 from 9am finishing about 4pm  
 Contact Werner Bayer  4465-1058 
Wed Kangaroo Valley Poker Group
 The Friendly Inn 7pm
Wed 6-8 pm Iyenga yoga  4465 1364
Wed Drama Classes for teenagers at The KV Hall 
 Wednesdays 5pm-6.30pm. 
 Contact Jillian O’Dowd  0468 309 530
Thurs FIG Community Garden 
 9am-11am 0417 651 174
Thurs Yoga at KV Hall 1.30 - 2.45pm 
 Contact Vasudha  4465 1093
Thurs  1-3 pm Women’s Care and Share - 
 Anglican Hall  4465 1585
Thurs Friendly Inn Garden from 10am-12pm
  0414 737 547
Sat Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 9 am
Sun Anglican Church  4465 1585  
 8.30am Traditional service 
 10 am Contemporary service and 
 Sunday School    
 Mass - St. Joseph’s Church, 11 am
 

MONTHLY EVENTS
 Mon (1st) KV Rural Fire Service meeting 
 7.30 pm – Fire Shed 
 Contact Mike Gorman     4465 1540,  0447 651 540
Mon (2nd) Environment Group – 6 pm – Rectory Close
 Contact Greg Thompson 0473 114 026
Mon (3rd) A and H Meeting – 7.30 pm - K.V. Hall
 Contact Mairi Langton 0412 180 778
 Upper Kangaroo Valley Landcare Working bee. 
 Contact Belinda  0466 065 768
Tues (3rd) Bushwalk 
 Contact Fran Pritchard 4465 1599 
 for confirmation and location of meeting place
Tues (4th) Lions Club Contact Helen Mairinger 0431 355 725
Tues (2nd) Pre School Meeting
Tues (2nd) Trivia at The Friendly Inn 7-30 pm 
 Proceeds to Alzheimer’s Australia  4465 2001 
Tues (2nd)  KV Historical Society 10-30 am to noon  
 Contact Garth Chittick 4465 1367 
Thurs (2nd) P. and C. Meeting – KV  School 
Fri (2nd) View Club General Meeting and Luncheon
 12 pm – locations as advised
Sat (first) FIG Community Garden  
 9am - 12noon 0414 737 547
Sat (last)   Brogers Creek Landcare 
 Contact Andrew or Liz  4465 1482
Sun (2nd)  Kangaroo Valley Farmers Markets
Sun (last) Fishing Club Competition Day
 Contact Harold Sharman    4465 1140
Sun (varies) KV Pony Club (in Osborne Park) 
 contact Victoria Salkeld  4465 2520
 

BI-WEEKLY EVENTS
 
Thursday:   (1st and 3rd) Men’s Group - 7.30 pm
 Contact Bob Dunn 4465 1056

Group secretaries please check and update contact 
details if necessary

e: thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au

Community Contact Information

Please email all content for inclusion in the Voice to thevoice@kangaroovalley.nsw.au or call 
0414 884 833
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If undelivered please return to:-

KANGAROO VALLEY VOICE
PO BOX 6079, KANGAROO VALLEY 2577

The monthly community newspaper 
of Kangaroo Valley
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Kangaroo Valley Rural  
 

Pty. Ltd.  

Adrian: 0417 677 518 - Email: adrianhindman@bigpond.com 
* For all your earthmoving and rural contracting needs 

* Fully trained, reliable, competent operators 
	

* Footings, house sites, driveways, dams, retaining walls, arenas                  
* Supply/delivery of road base, sand, top soil, landscaping rock 

* 5.5 tonne & 22 tonne excavators, 12 tonne tipper & trailer 
* Track bobcat, auger                   

* Cattle yards 
* Rural fencing 

* 4WD tractor with GPS 
* Boom spraying 
* Slashing, mulching 
* Fertilizer spreading 
 


